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Abstract
Circular oligodeoxynucleotides (coligos) as chemically synthesized, promoter-independent
small RNA expression vectors
By
Lodoe Lama
Advisor: Dr. Kevin Ryan
Small RNAs (sRNA) such as microRNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), and
other types of RNA have been found to play many important biological roles in regulation of
different cellular process leading to their possible use as therapeutics. However, one of the
biggest hurdles in exploiting these sRNAs in therapeutics has been the difficulty in delivering
them safely and stably into human tissues. Many delivery approaches have been undertaken
to deliver these sRNA, albeit with many shortcomings in terms of cost, stability, and side
effects, necessitating the need for alternative approaches. We are exploring an entirely
different approach for conveying sRNA sequence information to cells with minimal cost, and
maximum stability by exploiting the cellular RNA polymerase(s) in situ to transcribe small,
synthetic, promoterless, single-stranded DNA into sRNA of desired sequence. Our lab
previously found that circularized oligodeoxynucleotides (coligos) containing certain
sequences and secondary structures could trigger their circumtranscription by human RNA
polymerase (RNAP) III in vitro and in human cells. Since they are chemically synthesized,
coligos would avoid the problems of viral delivery approach, and maintain sRNA information
in a more chemically stable form, i.e. DNA. If transcription based on these coligos can be
understood and controlled precisely in terms of their initiation and termination sites, these
coligos might provide an alternative means of producing sRNA of desired sequence in human
cells. Through the establishment of an in vitro transcription system for coligos using
immunoprecipitated RNAP III, we provide here corroborating evidence that RNAP III is the
main polymerase responsible for coligo-based transcription. The immunoprecipitated
polymerase also enabled us to develop a sequencing protocol for coligo transcripts that will
allow the detailed study of coligo transcription with minimal interference from endogenous
cellular small RNA sequences. In order to better understand the requirements for productive
and precise transcription, structural-activity relationship (SAR) is performed here using
more than 20 new coligos. We found that the predicted secondary structure of coligos play
important role in promoting productive transcription. Likewise, internal loops and bulges
along with their location in relation to the larger terminal ss loop are also important
determinants for successful initiation and circumtranscription around the coligo. Circular
topology was previously found to be necessary for productive transcription. However, by
simply switching the site of circularization from terminal loop region to the helical region,
we report here that the linear templates are transcribed nearly as well as their circular
counterparts, most probably because of the preservation of intact larger loop-stem junction,
where transcription appears to initiate. This observation provides evidence that RNA Pol III
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can jump a discontinuity, or nick, in its template strand. In parallel, high throughput
sequencing analysis of transcripts from 12 different coligos was also performed to deduce
the preferred transcription initiation and termination sites in these coligos. Coligo
transcription predominantly initiates with rG (52.8%) or rA (33.3%) at stem-loop junction
of the larger terminal loop. Transcription initiation sites are homogeneous and confined to a
few specific positions in the stem-larger loop junction of coligos compared to the termination
sites, which are more heterogeneous. Nevertheless, the majority of termination occurs in the
larger terminal loop, indicating the significance of larger terminal loop as a preferred site for
transcription initiation and termination. Lessons learned from the structure-activity relation
study of different coligos supplemented with their detailed transcripts sequence information
provide us with refined information for designing next generation coligos with optimized
precision in initiation and to a lesser extent termination sites. Coligos with loop size of 12
bases is desirable if the preferred transcription initiation needs to be in the stem-larger loop
junction. Homopolymeric sequences need to be avoided at 3’ end of the stem region to
prevent non-template nucleotide addition during transcription initiation slippage. Canonical
RNA polymerase III termination signal, if included for triggering termination, should be in
the larger loop near 5’ end of coligo stem. Such design, together with the loop size of 12 bases,
seems optimal for triggering precise transcription termination in the loop region next to the
5’ end of coligo stem. Above all, with the successful development of high throughput
sequencing method for coligo transcripts, we now possess a complete arsenal for exhaustive
study of coligo transcription. Finally, we describe a highly efficient method for synthesis of
adenylylated DNA sequencing adapters using the coligo circularization enzyme, the
thermostable RNA ligase I from bacteriophage TS2126. This alternative adenylylation
method will be a very useful and cost-effective method for many RNA biology labs studying
high throughput small RNA sequencing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction: Small RNA and Initial Coligo Transcription Studies
1.1 Small RNA biogenesis, mechanism, and function
The past three decades have been an interesting period for the ribonucleic acid (RNA) field
in biology owing to the amazing discoveries pertaining to small “non-coding” RNAs. Small RNAs
(sRNA), such as microRNA (miRNA)(Bartel 2009), small interfering RNA (siRNA)(Fire et al.
1998; Elbashir et al. 2001), ribozymes (Shippy et al. 1999), Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs)(Seto
et al. 2007), and short hairpin RNAs (shRNA)(Siolas et al. 2005) have been found to play many
important roles in regulation of a wide variety of cellular processes. Among them, RNA
interference (RNAi), an endogenous gene-silencing pathway that is triggered by double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA) such as endogenous miRNA and synthetic siRNA, has truly revolutionized the
field. These small RNAs have been found to play many important roles in development, cell
differentiation, and cell maintenance functions(Bushati and Cohen 2007) as well as having been
implicated in many human diseases(Chang and Mendell 2007) including cancer(Garzon et al.
2009). The discovery of co-transcriptional or post-transcriptional repressions by siRNA and
miRNA has brought these molecules to the forefront of next generation therapeutics(Davidson and
McCray 2011; Guo et al. 2011) and currently, 50 RNA or RNA-derived therapeutics have reached
different phases of clinical trials(Burnett and Rossi 2012).
miRNAs are small, non-coding RNAs found in all eukaryotes(Bartel 2004). Canonical
biogenesis of miRNA begins with the transcription of long primary transcript (pri-miRNA)
containing one or more ~70 nt hairpin miRNA precursors (pre-miRNAs) mainly by RNA
polymerase II inside nucleus(Kim 2005) (Figure 1). Microprocessor composed of the RNase III
enzyme Drosha and DGCR8 that are found to be conserved in animals(Ha and Kim 2014)
processes pri-miRNAs into pre-miRNAs that consist of imperfect stem-loop structures with 5’
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phosphates and 2-nucleotide (nt) 3’ overhangs(Kim 2005). These pre-miRNAs are then exported
to the cytoplasm by Exportin and processed further by another RNase III enzyme, Dicer, that
removes the loop to produce miRNA duplexes(Kim 2005). One of the strands of the duplex, called
the mature or guide strand, is loaded into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) that
subsequently represses target gene expression.

Figure 1: The canonical process of gene silencing mechanisms by miRNA and siRNA in eukaryotic cells (From
Ozcan et al.(Ozcan et al. 2015)). miRNA: Long primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) is transcribed from miRNA gene by
RNA polymerase II in the nucleus. Pri-miRNA is processed by Drosha into pre-miRNA which is subsequently
transported to the cytoplasm by Exportin 5 and processed further by an RNAse III enzyme called Dicer and loaded
into Argonaute-containing RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISCs) to suppress downstream target gene
expression. siRNA: Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) (cytoplasmic or exogenously introduced) is cleaved by the
cytosolic enzyme Dicer into small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) which are then loaded into the RISC. The passenger
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strand is cleaved whereas the guide strand guides the complex to recognize mRNA sequence based on sequencespecific perfect complementarity, resulting in cleavage of target mRNA.

Correspondingly, long double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), either transcribed from cellular genes or
introduced exogenously into cells, are also processed by Dicer in the cytoplasm into a smaller
dsRNA molecule called short-interfering RNA (siRNA) which is about 21-23 nucleotides in size
with 3’ two-nucleotide overhangs(Hannon 2002) (Figure 1). The siRNA subsequently interacts
with the AGO2-RISC enzyme complex, where one of the strands (passenger) is degraded. The
other (guide) strand guides the RISC complex, via perfect complementarity to its target mRNA for
cleavage and causes specific gene silencing(Kanasty et al. 2013). Sequence-specific efficient
silencing of target gene expression was also observed in mammalian cells through direct
introduction of synthetic siRNAs(Elbashir et al. 2001) that mimics the structure of Dicer products
and this has become an indispensable tool for gene knockdown studies and has given birth to
explosive growth in the pursuit for novel therapeutics for different diseases.
1.2 Small RNA based therapeutics: Promises and challenges
1.2.1 Progress made in small RNA-based therapeutics
Within a short span of two decades after its discovery, this gene silencing technology has
been transformed from an academic pursuit into an area of active therapeutic investigation. The
first proof of principle showing that siRNAs can be harnessed to treat disease was demonstrated
in vivo using a mouse model just 12 years ago(Song et al. 2003) and within two years after that,
potent RNAi-mediated gene silencing in non-human primates via systemic administration of
siRNA was reported(Zimmermann et al. 2006). A database of clinical trials (ClinicalTrials.gov)
shows that there are currently more than 30 siRNA-based therapeutics in different clinical trial
stages for the treatment of a wide variety of diseases(Kubowicz et al. 2013), and many more in the
developmental pipeline. This shows that the potential of this gene silencing is unprecedented and
3

the field is growing exponentially, especially for “undruggable” targets that are inaccessible by
conventional small-molecule therapeutics because of the ability of RNAi to specifically target
virtually any gene.
1.2.2 Challenges limiting small RNA-based therapeutics
Despite its huge therapeutic potential, there are no siRNA-based therapeutics currently
approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The successful realization of their
therapeutic potential is hindered by their very own nature. Therapeutically relevant small RNAs
such as miRNA, and siRNA are negatively charged, hydrophilic oligoribonucleotide
macromolecules. Therefore, they are prone to rapid nuclease degradation/renal clearance upon
systemic delivery, trigger immune responses, and have very poor membrane permeability leading
to inefficient delivery into the target cells. Cases of off-target silencing effects resulting in
suppression of undesired genes have also been reported (Jackson et al. 2003). Nevertheless,
substantial advances have been made to overcome many of these bottlenecks in the last decade(Li
and Rana 2014; Wittrup and Lieberman 2015). Though challenges still remain (Deng et al. 2014;
Lam et al. 2015), and approval of siRNA-based therapeutics within few years is eagerly awaited.
1.3 Tailed-template transcription and RNA polymerase III promoter elements
It will be seen in this thesis that the transcriptional activity of RNA Polymerase III is an
important consideration in the work presented. For that reason, some background on this
eukaryotic enzyme complex is presented here.
Most of the genes transcribed by RNA polymerase III can be grouped into three defined
types based on their promoter structures (Figure 2)(Willis 1993; Orioli et al. 2012). The promoters
for Type 1 genes, which include 5S RNA genes, are composed of three intragenic sequence
elements – a 5’ A block, an intermediate element (IE) and a 3’ C block. The A block begins at
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position +45 from the transcription start site. Type 2 genes consist of promoters that include wellconserved A and B block elements, both intragenic within the transcribed region. These genes
include tRNA genes and adenovirus VA genes. The A block is positioned within 10-20 base pairs
(bp) of the transcription start site. The B block is positioned around 30-60 bp downstream of the
A block. In contrast to Type 1 and 2 promoters, the promoter sequences for type 3 genes, which
include U6 small-nuclear RNA genes and the human 7SK genes, reside exclusively upstream of
the coding sequence. The promoter sequences include a TATA sequence at around position -30
that is critical for the determination of polymerase specificity, a proximal sequence element (PSE)
at around position -60 and a distal sequence element (DSE).

Figure 2: Schematic representation of RNA polymerase III promoter structures (From Ian M. Willis 1993).
See text for details.

Our work involves transcription by RNA Pol III on templates which do not have a
promoter, and which in fact contain only the template single-strand. For that reason, a brief
discussion is given here about another promoter-independent activity of RNA Pol III, the so-called
“tailed templates” that were used in the early days of study for this enzyme.

5

Site-specific promoterless transcription on double-stranded DNA has been achieved
successfully through addition of single stranded oligodeoxycytidylate residues at 3’ ends(Kadesch
and Chamberlin 1982). Addition of this and other 3’ template tail extensions to an otherwise
double-stranded DNA lacking a promoter sequence produces a transcription template wherein
RNA polymerase II can bind and initiate preferentially, thus bypassing the normal promoter
recognition.

1.4 Circular oligonucleotides (coligos) as possible, alternative vector for small RNA synthesis in
cells:
Chemical DNA synthesis is simpler and more economical than RNA synthesis(Somoza
2008). In addition, DNA is somewhat resistant to cellular and serum exonucleases in circularized
form(Seidl et al. 2013). Circularized single-stranded DNA templates have been used previously
for in vitro transcription using bacteriophage RNA polymerases and E. coli RNA polymerase to
produce short-hairpin RNAs and ribozymes(Daubendiek and Kool 1997; Diegelman et al. 1998;
Diegelman and Kool 1998). Despite lacking canonical double-stranded promoter sequences, these
templates were able to successfully engage polymerase to produce RNA transcripts, perhaps
because of their resemblance to transcription bubbles. Our lab is exploring the possibility of
harnessing endogenous human cellular RNA polymerase(s) to transcribe synthetic single-stranded
DNA templates into small RNAs of biological significance. Our lab previously found that
synthetic single-stranded DNA templates encoding pre-miRNA hairpin mimics, when
circularized, can trigger its circumtranscription by human RNA polymerase III in vitro and in cells,
and in some cases, with near promoter-like precision, producing transcripts of discrete sizes despite
lacking canonical promoter sequences (Seidl et al. 2013) (Figure 3). If we can understand and
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thereby precisely control the transcription in these circular oligonucleotides (coligos) in terms of
their initiation and termination sites, these coligos might provide an alternative means of producing
sRNAs in cells.
In terms of requirements for productive transcription using coligos, previous work from
our lab found that the circular topology seems to be necessary but not sufficient (Dr. Christine I.
Seidl). Basic structural features of the template required for successful transcription include one
large purine-rich loop and one smaller loop flanking an imperfect double-stranded stem(Seidl et
al. 2013) (Figure 3D). Structural features deviating from such anatomy fail to produce stable
transcripts of discrete sizes (RANDC1). Processivity seems to be lost during evolution so that
human polymerases predominantly undergo a single round transcription around the coligos
producing monomer transcripts as major products instead of exhibiting rolling circle transcription
as seen for bacteriophage and E. coli RNA polymerases(Seidl et al. 2013). Some transcription
read-through leading to tandem dimers and trimers are also observed. Based on monomer
transcripts sequence analysis in two test cases, transcription appeared to initiate at a pyrimidine
close to 3’ end of the stem/larger loop junction and terminates in the larger loop near the 5’ end of
the stem-large loop junction (Figure 3C), producing hairpin-like small RNAs.
Even though coligo transcription analyses using a few different coligos provided important
insights into the requirements for productive transcription, our understanding of the important
features governing successful, efficient, and precise transcription is far from complete. For
instance, a coligo (coligo 122s) that was designed by removing part of the stem from another highly
efficient coligo showed reduced transcriptional efficiency despite possessing the basic coligo
structural requirements of uneven terminal loops and imperfect stem(Seidl et al. 2013).
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Figure 3: Circularized oligonucleotides as templates for promoterless transcription of small RNA hairpins[adapted
from (Seidl et al. 2013)]. (A) Schematic flowchart showing synthesis of pre-miRNA hairpin encoding coligos from
its linear synthetic DNA templates and its subsequent use for small RNA hairpin production by exploiting cellular
RNA polymerase(s) in cells and cell extracts. (B) An example of coligo (122) undergoing transcription in whole cell
extracts producing discrete transcripts. L, linear; C, coligo. (C) RLM-RACE based sequence analysis of transcripts
made by human whole cell extract (WCE) from coligo 122. (D) A preliminary assessment of the basic sequence and
structural features of coligos required for productive transcription in WCE from low-coverage sequencing of two
coligo in vitro transcripts.

Therefore, a better and more complete understanding of the requirements for successful and
precise transcription of coligos can be realized only through extensive study of many different
coligos with altered anatomical features. Other features that might play important roles in precise
transcription initiation and termination in these coligos include sequence and/or size of terminal
loops, internal loops, and bulges. In order to better define the important determinants for
productive transcription, we performed structure-activity relationship study for over 20 different
coligos (Chapter 3).
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Transcripts produced from different coligos that are size-fractionated on polyacrylamide
gels might provide information about successful transcription and corresponding transcript sizes.
However, because they are circular and lack canonical promoter sequence, precise transcription
initiation and termination sites in these coligos can only be determined by sequencing the RNA
transcripts produced from these coligos. A previously developed coligo-generated transcript
sequencing protocol based on RLM-RACE provided valuable information with regard to
transcription initiation and termination sites in a few coligos(Seidl et al. 2013). However, the
protocol was labor intensive, time-consuming, and expensive, making it unsuitable for a largescale coligo-generated transcript sequencing study. The method took about three weeks where each
subsequent step cannot be monitored during the procedure. Therefore, for an extensive study of
coligo transcription, we needed an easier, faster, cheaper, more reliable, and high throughput
sequencing method for sequencing the cDNA of coligo-generated transcripts.
One of the major problems with sequencing coligo transcripts produced using cell extracts is their
size. Coligo-derived transcripts fall in the size range of 60-200 nucleotides which is also the size
range of many endogenous small RNAs present in the extracts such that conventional sequencing
methodology based on size-fractionated gel elution of transcripts followed by 5’ and 3’ adapter
ligation usually ended up with sequencing mostly the endogenous small RNA instead of coligoderived RNAs.
Using polymerase-specific inhibitors, our lab previously showed that RNA polymerase III
is the main polymerase responsible for coligo-based transcription in human whole cell extracts and
in cells(Seidl et al. 2013). In order to further test RNAP III as the enzyme responsible for
transcribing coligos and to facilitate coligo transcript sequencing, we describe the establishment
of an in vitro transcription system using immunoprecipitated human RNAP III in chapter 2.
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Additionally and more importantly, using IP’d RNAP III instead of WCE has an added advantage
of reducing background endogenous small RNAs that are washed away during the
immunoprecipitation of RNAP III. In chapter 4, we describe development of an alternative highly
robust, cheaper, faster, and high throughput cDNA library sequencing method for coligo
transcripts produced in vitro using immunoprecipitated FLAG-tagged RNAP III.
Finally, during the pursuit of developing alternative high throughput sequencing method
for coligo-generated transcripts, we stumbled upon one notable and useful finding that is unrelated
to coligo transcription study. We found that our commonly used recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 for
coligo circularization can also be used for the synthesis of adenylylated adapters. We describe this
new enzymatic adenylylation method using recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 in chapter 5. Many labs
studying small RNA will find this adenylylation method very useful.
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Chapter 2: Coligo transcription using human RNA polymerase III
SYNOPSIS: In this chapter, we establish an in vitro transcription protocol for coligos using
immunoprecipitated (IP’d) human RNA polymerase III instead of whole cell extract (WCE). This
work was published in (Lama et al. 2014). In addition to providing additional evidence implicating
RNA polymerase III as the main polymerase responsible for coligo-based transcription, we also
show here that using IP’d Pol III can facilitate the development of much-needed sequencing
protocols for coligo transcripts.
2.1 Background
The three human RNA polymerases are inhibited by the transcription inhibitor -amanitin
under varying inhibitor concentrations(Schwartz et al. 1974). Likewise, there are polymerase
specific inhibitors that selectively inhibit a particular polymerase and not others(Wu et al. 2003)
such as ML-60218(Wu et al. 2003). Using -amanitin and polymerase specific inhibitor assays,
our lab previously identified RNA polymerase III (RNAP III) as the main polymerase responsible
for coligo-based transcription in human cells and cell extracts(Seidl et al. 2013). We also noticed
that coligo transcription generally terminated after one round around the coligo, producing
transcript sizes that overlap with the abundant endogenous small RNAs that are also present in
human whole cell extract, thus making it very laborious to sequence coligo-generated transcripts.
Therefore, we hypothesized that by establishing a protocol for in vitro transcription analysis of
coligos using immunoprecipitated (IP’d) RNAP III instead of whole cell extracts, we could avoid
interference by abundant endogenous small RNAs during coligo-generated transcript sequencing.
Most of the endogenous small RNAs will be removed during immunoprecipitation before in vitro
transcription takes place. Subsequent sequencing results will have less endogenous small RNAs.
It can also provide additional supporting evidence indicating RNAP III as the main polymerase for
coligo-based transcription.
2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Immunoprecipitation of human RNA polymerase III
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A HEK293-based cell line stably expressing a FLAG-tagged RNAP III F-subunit
(HEK293/POLR3F) (kind gift from Prof. James Chen, UT Southwestern(Chiu et al. 2009)) was
used for immunoprecipitation of the RNAP III complex. The immunoprecipitated (IP’d) beadbound RNAP III complex was tested for in vitro transcription using coligo 122 that was previously
found to be transcribed into an 83 nucleotide (nt) transcript in whole cell extract(Seidl et al. 2013).
IP’d RNAP III complex showed robust in vitro transcription activity whereas immunoprecipitate
from untransfected HEK293T WCE failed to produce any transcript products (Figure 5A).
Identical transcription patterns were observed for partially purified bead-bound RNAP III complex
as well as eluted complex (Figure 5B).
The pattern of transcripts from coligo 122 was similar but not identical to that produced
by IP’d RNAP III and HEK293T WCE. The main ~83 nt transcript produced by HEK293T WCE
was also the main transcript produced by IP’d RNAP III, indicating that this transcript results from
termination instead of post-transcriptional processing of longer transcripts in both in vitro systems.
There were, however, a few small differences in the overall transcript patterns such as apparently
more abortive transcripts, slightly less efficient termination leading to the production of more
tandem dimer and higher order multimer transcripts, and appearance of faint bands about half-way
between the main transcript bands in IP’d fraction (i.e. monomer, tandem dimer, tandem trimer,
etc).
After validating the activity of the IP’d polymerase for in vitro transcription, we tested the
constituents that are present in the IP’d fraction to account for the responsible polymerase
exhibiting the in vitro transcription. Using RNAP III RPC2 subunit specific antibody, we verified
that the immunoprecipitate contains RNAP III (Figure 6A) and the amount of RPC2 contained
per in vitro reaction is about 5.6-fold more in IP’d enzyme than in WCE. However, we
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Figure 4. Sequence and predicted secondary structure of coligos used for in vitro transcription study in Figures 5 and
7. Transcription start site (Tss, arrow) and transcript 3’ end site (Stop) were identified previously via cDNA sequencing
for coligo 122(Seidl et al. 2013). Sequencing data(Seidl et al. 2013) for coligo 19aTAR transcript was used to predict
Tss of coligo 19am3, and 10anbm34 due to their identical larger terminal loops. Pyrimidine close to the 3’ end of the
coligo stem, near its junction with the larger loop was predicted to be the TSS for coligos 221, luc-2, luc-1, Dcr3, and
15a-b. Transcript 3’ end sites are predicted to be at the 5’ end of the DNA stem(Seidl et al. 2013). Coligo luc-2 and
luc-1 differ only by the position of one nucleotide (circled) in the larger terminal loop region. Shaded regions, where
present, represent cDNA of mature miRNA. Black triangles represent the linearization site where the linear precursors
were ligated to make a circle. nt, coligo sizes in nucleotides; Solid lines above pentameric sequences represent known
RNAP III termination sequences.

found that the amount of 122 monomer transcripts produced by IP’d enzyme increased only by
about 2.5 fold (Figure 5A) compared to the ones produced by Hek293/POLR3F WCE. This seems
to indicate that the IP’d enzyme is slightly less active than the WCE enzyme. An important
conclusion from this observation is that single-stranded (ss) DNA-binding proteins do not compete
for 122’s larger loop in WCE because had that been the case, there should have been greater
transcriptional activity in IP’d enzyme that lacks most or all of the ss DNA binding
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Figure 5. Comparison of in vitro transcription (IVT) of coligo 122 using either immunoprecipitated RNAP III or
whole cell extract (WCE). (A) IVT of coligo 122 using RNAP III complex immunoprecipitated (IP) from
HEK293/POLR3F WCE or from unmodified HEK293T cells. Lanes 10-18: titration of coligo 122. Sup, IP
supernatant; Rel. RNA, relative intensity of single circumtranscription (monomer) gel bands. (B) IVT of coligo 122
by IP’d RNAP III complex on beads or after elution from beads.

proteins. Likewise, using an antibody against the RNAP II largest subunit C-terminal domain
(CTD), we did not detect any RNAP II (Figure 6B). These results demonstrating only the presence
of RNAP III in the immunoprecipitate, together with their showing in vitro transcription profile
very similar to what was previously found with WCE, provided corroborating evidence suggesting
RNAP III to be the main polymerase responsible for these coligo based transcription.
2.2.2 Functional characterization of immunoprecipitated (IP’d) RNA polymerase III in different
coligos
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Figure 6. Western Blot analysis of different polymerases in WCE and IP’d RNAP III. (A) Western blot analysis of
RNAP III subunit B (RPC2) in WCE and IP’d RNAP III. (B and C) Western Blot analysis of the RNAP II largest
subunit RPB1 C-terminal domain (CTD) in WCE and IP’d RNAP III. Asterisk denotes bands originating from FLAG
IP beads that react directly with secondary antibody. Control IP using BSA includes BSA as input for
immunoprecipitation instead of WCE.

In order to assess the similarities or differences in transcriptional activity between endogenous
RNA polymerase III in WCE versus IP’d RNAP III, we used a variety of different coligos encoding
pre-miRNA-like hairpin RNAs comprising general coligo features previously found(Seidl et al.
2013) to favor promoterless transcription (Figure 4). The similarities and differences in
transcription pattern observed for coligo 122 were also found in a majority of the other coligos
tested (Figure 7A). The main single round transcript(s) produced from each coligo using WCE
was also observed using IP’d RNAP III. Likewise, more aborted transcripts and reduced
termination efficiency leading to more dimer and higher order multimers were also seen in IVT
performed using IP’d enzyme. A notable difference, however, from coligo 122 was found in the
cases of coligo luc-1, luc-2, and Dcr3. In contrast to the reduced transcriptional activity observed
previously for coligo 122 in IP’d enzyme compared to the WCE enzyme, we found significantly
increased transcriptional activity in IP’d enzyme for the latter three coligos. These coligos also
seem to show significantly increased transcriptional read-through leading to production of greater
tandem multimer transcripts by IP’d RNAP III despite containing canonical RNAP III termination
signals. It is possible that, unlike in coligo 122, cellular proteins compete for the larger loop in
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these coligos and their removal allows RNAP III an easier access to the larger loop as well as
reduced steric obstruction for the elongating polymerase. This raises the possibility that ssDNA
binding proteins can modulate the coligo transcribability in some cases. Therefore, transcription
analysis using IP’d enzyme might be the better system for the analysis of “coligo sequences or
structure only” driven transcription by RNA polymerase III. Another possibility for more
appearance of multimers in IP’d enzyme could be the lack of processing in IP’d enzyme.
Transcriptional events as seen in the case of WCE might reflect the end product resulting from
transcription by the polymerase together with co- and/or post-transcriptional processing so that
higher multimers are processed into monomer transcripts despite being produced during
transcription. Because of such possibilities, study of coligo transcription using IP’d enzyme instead
of WCE might reflect “true” transcription termination.
2.2.3 Advantage of using IP’d RNAP III for coligo transcript sequencing
Our ultimate goal for developing a protocol to perform in vitro transcription of coligos
using IP’d RNAP III instead of WCE was to facilitate the sequencing of coligo-generated
transcripts and to eliminate post-transcriptional processing nuclease activities so that the observed
RNA ends are defined solely by transcriptional events. We expected that IP’d RNAP III would
contain a minimal amount of endogenous small RNAs because these RNAs should be washed
away during immunoprecipitation of RNAP III. In order to assess the presence of any endogenous
small RNA in IP’d RNAP III, we 5’ end- labeled the nucleic acids present in extracted IVT product
to label all nucleic acids including the coligo-generated transcription products (Figure 7B). The
amount of endogenous small RNAs is highly reduced in IP’d RNAP III. Instead, coligo-generated
RNA transcripts are the major products so that subsequent sequencing results will yield exclusively
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or mostly coligo-derived sequences. As expected, the amount of endogenous RNA in WCE is very
high and it is the major

Figure 7. IP’d RNAP III can be used for in vitro transcription (IVT) of coligo templates. (A) IVT profiles for a set of
eight different coligos using either HEK293T WCE or IP’d RNAP III complex from HEK293/POLR3F WCE. Coligo
sequences and predicted secondary structures are shown in Figure 4.Vertical black lines indicate a 10 nt window
centered on the predicted monomer transcripts size as mentioned in Figure 4 legend.
(B) Relative endogenous total RNA content comparison between WCE and IP’d RNAP III. IVT(H) indicates IVT
through -UTP incorporation to label only coligo-derived transcripts. IVT(C) indicates IVT without -UTP
incorporation followed by 5’ -ATP labeling to label all transcripts (WCE- or IP’d RNAP III-derived and coligogenerated transcripts). Asterisk represents leftover small RNA (ribosomal rRNA, see Chapter 5 for further discussion)
in IP’d fraction.

RNA constituents even in the presence of coligo-generated RNA transcript products (Fig. 7B,
bottom).
2.2.4 Transcript fate study after coligo transcription using IP’d Pol III
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In order to successfully use coligos as a vector for sRNA synthesis in cells, the release of
transcribed sRNA is desirable. Owing to the nature of transcription template used for transcription,
the possible formation of a stable coligo:transcript hybrid cannot be ruled out, thereby, preventing
multiple rounds of transcription from the same coligo. Additionally, such a scenario may lead to
endogenous RNase H degradation of the coligo transcripts (though RNase H activity in human
cells is very low) and may prevent coligo transcripts from folding into functional RNAs. The
observation that single-round transcripts are the major products for these coligos further
substantiate possible stalling of polymerase on coligo after single circumtranscription, leading to
formation of coligo:transcript:polymerase ternary complex. Using RNAP III immobilized on
beads via FLAG tag, we studied the fate of coligo transcripts to find if they are released from the
polymerase or if the transcription merely paused at the time the transcripts were isolated through
an experimental strategy depicted in Figure 8A. We found that the coligo transcripts were not
associated with the IP’d RNAP III (Figure 8B). Instead, the transcripts were released into the
supernatant (Figure 8B, lane 6), suggesting that termination had taken place. Likewise, we also
performed an RNase H assay to assess the possible coligo:transcript hybrid formation. Similar to
what was found for transcripts made in WCE(Seidl et al. 2013), about half of the RNA dissociated
from the coligo (Figure 8B, lane 7).
Through the establishment of an in vitro transcription system using IP’d RNAP III, we
provided additional evidence supporting that RNAP III is the coligo-transcribing polymerase.
More importantly, this system provides the basis for a much-needed coligo transcript-specific
sequencing protocol without any contamination from endogenous small RNA background.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Whole cell extract (WCE) preparation
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Cell culture for HEK293T and HEK293/POLR3F cells were performed as described

Figure 8. Transcript fate analysis after in vitro transcription (IVT) using coligo 122. (A) Schematic of experimental
design to detect coligo transcript fate at the end of IVT. Scaled-up IVT reaction (7x) performed in HEK293/POLR3F
WCE was divided and processed as shown. (B) DPAGE analysis of the transcript after processing. Small bracket,
coligo 122 monomer transcript band used for quantification; RH, RNase H; RH product, RNase H degraded transcript
products; M, decade marker; Sup., supernatant.

previously(Seidl et al. 2013). The latter was additionally maintained under puromycin selection as
described(Chiu et al. 2009). Whole cell extract (WCE) was prepared for each cell type by adding
500 l of chilled WCE lysis buffer [10 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 0.05%
NP40, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.3 M NaCl, 15% Glycerol, and Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche,
04693159001)] per 10 cm dish (~80-90% confluent) and following the extract preparation protocol
exactly as described previously(Seidl et al. 2013). About 1400 l of WCE was produced from
three 10 cm plates. The protein concentrations ranged from 3-4 mg/ml compared with bovine
serum albumin (BSA) as the standard.
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2.3.2 Immunoprecipitation of RNAP III complex
FLAG® Immunoprecipitation Kit (FLAGIPT1, Sigma-Aldrich) was used for the
immunoprecipitation of RNAP III complex from HEK293/POLR3F cells. 40 l bed volume of
ANTI-FLAG M2-Agarose Gel were used per 1400 l of WCE prepared from HEK29T or
HEK293/POLR3F for immunoprecipitation. WCE was added to the beads that were pre-washed
3X with 500 l 1X Sigma wash buffer and incubated at 4C for 2h on nutator. IP’d RNAP III
complex was separated from the supernatant (“Sup” in Figure 5A and 5B) by centrifugation (tabletop centrifuge, 4°C, 6200g, 30 sec followed by 2 minute beads sedimentation on bench) . The
beads were further washed 3x with 500 l of WCE lysis buffer to remove leftover supernatant
(Note: Since lysis buffer used for WCE preparation works for IVT, the same buffer kept throughout
the immunoprecipitation steps, i.e., for wash, bead resuspension, elution, and post IP bead
resuspension.Using Sigma kit protocol for IP doesn’t give successful IVT, most probably due to
presence of high amount of Triton X-100). The final wash (“Wash” in Figure 5B) was stored for
analysis and the beads bound with RNAP III were suspended in WCE lysis buffer to make 200 l
final volume. In some experiments, in order to elute the complex from the beads, all the IP’d beads
were resuspended in 80 l of elution buffer (WCE lysis buffer with 190 ng/l FLAG peptide) after
the final wash and incubated on nutator again for 1 hr at 4C. Here, the eluted RNAP III present
in supernatant was separated from beads by centrifugation and transferred to a new pre-chilled
eppendorf tube. To elute leftover enzyme complex, the beads were further resuspended in 80 l of
WCE lysis buffer, centrifuged and supernatant added onto eluted fraction. Additional WCE lysis
buffer was added onto the pooled eluted RNAP III to make final volume of 200 l and stored at 80C. Likewise, the beads left after enzyme elution (“Post IP” in Figure 5B) were resuspended in
WCE lysis buffer to a final volume of 200 l and stored at -80C.
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An identical

immunoprecipitation procedure was followed but with BSA input instead of WCE for BSA
controls experiments shown in Figure 12E in Chapter 3.
2.3.3 Western blotting
Western blotting of RPC2 for the detection of RNAP III was performed as described
previously(Seidl et al. 2013). In order to detect the protein complex, the amount of WCE or IP’d
beads normally used for IVT was doubled for western blotting. Antibodies used for RPC2
detection are rabbit anti-RPC2 (Bethyl Labs Inc. A301 – 855A) (primary) and goat anti-rabbit
(Calbiochem, DC03L) (secondary). Likewise, mouse monoclonal anti-RPB1 CTD (Covance
8WG16) (primary) and goat anti-mouse (Calbiochem DC08L) (secondary) were used for detection
of the RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) RPB1 CTD. Mouse anti-FLAG antibodies shed from IP
beads are also detected by anti-mouse antibody, and this produces mouse monoclonal anti-RPB1
CTD-independent signals on the RPB1 blot, denoted by asterisk in Figure 6.
2.3.4 In vitro transcription (IVT)
In vitro transcription (IVT) using the linear or circular templates, WCE or
immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex and uniform labeling with [-32P]-UTP of transcribed
RNA was performed as follows: A typical 20 l reaction contained 4 l (~16 g total protein
determined using Biorad assay) ) of homogeneously resuspended WCE (~ 0.28% of a typical 1400
l total WCE), 8 U rRNasin® RNase inhibitor (N2515, Promega), 0.6 mM each ATP, GTP, CTP,
0.2 mM UTP, ~ 2 Ci [-32P]-UTP, 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9 @ 25C, 6 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT,
2 mM spermidine, and 100 nM template unless otherwise indicated. For IVT performed using
immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex 4 l (resuspended bead volume) was used per IVT
reaction which corresponded to 2% of the total input WCE amount used for immunoprecipitation.
Scaled up IVT reaction in Figure 8 was done by scaling up the corresponding reaction volume.
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For IVT reactions done without uniform [-32P]-UTP labeling [IVT(C)] such as in Figures 7B,
the reaction was supplemented with additional equivalent molar amount of UTP. Transcription
reactions were incubated for 90 minutes at 37C followed by extractions with TRIzol® reagent
(15596-026, Invitrogen) and precipitation following manufacturer’s instructions (Note: For scale
up IVT reactions, beads were resuspended every 30 min during incubation through simple tapping
of tubes). Precipitated RNA transcripts and/or 5’ radiolabeled Ultramers (IDT) were separated on
10% DPAGE and visualized by exposing dried gel on Whatman paper to a MD Phosphorimager
Screen. Image quantification was performed using MD ImageQuant software. In Fig. 7B IVT(C)
reactions, precipitated RNA was dephosphorylated, and 5’ radiolabeled with T4 Polynucleotide
kinase [-32P]-ATP to label all RNA including coligo-transcribed RNA.
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Chapter 3: Sequence and secondary structural features for Pol III coligo transcription and
the limitations of gel-based analyses
SYNOPSIS: In this chapter, we attempted to correlate certain coligo secondary structure and
sequence features with transcribability (into discrete transcripts) by Pol III. This work, which can
be looked on as a “structure activity relationship” study, was published in (Lama et al. 2014).
Conclusions relied on the gel mobility of the transcripts without knowing their exact sequence.
Importantly, this work convinced us that we should i) use immunoprecipitated Pol III to avoid
post-transcriptional processing by cell extract nucleases, and ii) not rely on the gel mobility of
transcripts to know what they are, but instead we needed to develop an RNA-seq method to reveal
the sequences of the transcripts, so we know precisely where Pol III transcription is starting and
stopping (pursued in Ch. 4)
3.1 Background
Using a few coligos that consisted of different sequences and structures, our lab previously
found that certain sequences and structural features seem to be necessary for productive
transcription beside the requirement for circular topology(Seidl et al. 2013). The sequences and
structural features crucial for transcription can be more elaborately investigated through an
anatomical dissection procedure wherein different sequences and structural components of the
coligos can be altered and studied with respect to their significance to show positive and productive
transcription. Taking cues from coligo templates showing efficient transcription or failing
thereof(Seidl et al. 2013), we can study the necessary components of coligos for productive
transcription as follows: (i) the significance of predicted coligo secondary structure, (ii) the
significance of internal loops and bulges, and (iii) the significance of larger terminal loop
sequences.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Significance of secondary structure for positive coligo transcription using coligos 19aTAR,
19aRL, and 19am3.
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Coligo 19aTAR shows positive transcription undergoing a single round of transcription
and produces expected transcript sizes(Seidl et al. 2013) whereas 19aRL shows negative
transcription with no transcript of expected size(s). A major difference between these two coligos
is found in their predicted secondary structure. Coligo 19aRL consists of two large terminal loops
where as coligo 19aTAR contains a stem-loop encoding the HIV trans-activation response element
TAR instead of one large terminal loop (this Pol II-specific loop was used before we identified the
transcribing polymerase as Pol III). Using these two coligos as a model for positive (19aTAR) and
negative (19aRL) transcription, the significance of secondary structure can be tested.
In order to find the role of coligo secondary structure for their propensity towards positive
transcription with at least expected single round transcript sizes, we restored the secondary
structure in 19aRL to be similar to 19aTAR but with different sequences in the modified region
(Figure 9A). The resulting coligo, 19am3, successfully restored transcription using whole cell
extract with a transcription profile similar to 19aTAR transcripts (Figure 9B). This result shows
that the TAR loop encoding sequence that is known to increase transcriptional processivity in HIV
RNAP II transcripts(Karn 1999) is not important for transcription. Instead, the corresponding
secondary structure with its small terminal loop might contribute to or at least enable transcription.
This result also suggested that a coligo should have a miRNA-encoding stem capped with one
large and one small single-stranded (ss) terminal loop for successful circumtranscription. Two
large loops might mimic two transcription bubbles positioning two polymerases at opposing ends
of the stem, where they might interfere with one another, or might lead to half-complete RNA
hairpins that are degraded by nucleases in the extract.
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Figure 9. Restoring the secondary structure in coligo revives transcription in human WCE [adapted from (Seidl et al.
2013)]. (A) Coligo sequences and predicted secondary structures used for IVT in Panel B. Sequences within the
variable region of transcription-negative 19aRL changed to resemble TAR loop encoding structure of 19aTAR within
the variable region to give coligo 19am3. Transcription start sites (Tss) and 3’ end “Stop” sites for 19aTAR were
previously determined (reference). (B) IVT of coligos in WCE. Bracket indicates predicted monomer transcript size
(10 nt window) based on previous sequencing data(Seidl et al. 2013). M, RNA decade marker; L, linear precursor; C,
coligo.

3.2.2 Significance of internal loops and bulges for transcription: No bulge mutant (nbm) coligo
series
One possible application for coligos might be to generate fully base-paired intramolecular
hairpin stems such as short hairpin RNA (shRNA) dicer substrates(Siolas et al. 2005) that can be
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processed by cellular dicer to generate siRNA for knockdown experiments. A hairpin appears to
be necessary for RNAP III termination(Nielsen et al. 2013). We wanted to find if shRNA could
be made from coligos. An ideal coligo substrate to generate such shRNA can be designed in the
form of dumbbell shaped coligo structure with two different terminal loop structures at the end
and fully base-paired stem in the middle. The bigger loop might serve as a transcription initiation
and termination site whereas transcription read-through occurs through the second smaller loop
such that the transcribed RNA would have a hairpin structure, the preferred dicer substrate.
Sequencing the transcripts generated by coligo 19aTAR showed that the transcription initiation
and termination site lie in the larger terminal loop(Seidl et al. 2013). Therefore, we modified

Figure 10. Sequence and predicted secondary structure of coligos used for IVT in Figure 11 [adapted from (Lama
et al. 2014)]. Transcription start sites (Tss) and 3’ end “Stop” sites for 19aTAR were previously determined(Seidl et
al. 2013). All other start and stop sites and expected transcript sizes are predicted based on similarity to 19aTAR, and
as in text. Coligo 19anbm34 is a modified 19aTAR lacking all internal bulges and loops. The original internal loops
and bulges of 19aTAR were incrementally re-introduced to form coligo 19anb-BR1 and -BR2, -BR3, -BR4, and BR5. LL, larger terminal loop from coligo 19aTAR; black triangle, circularization site; nt, nucleotides.
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coligo 19aTAR by removing intervening loops and bulges to make dumb-bell like coligo (no bulge
mutants – nbm) producing coligo 19anbm34 (Figure 10). We also made a homologous series of
coligo 19anbm34 with shorter stem lengths (19anbm29, -23, and -19) to test and find the effect
of fully base-paired stem length on transcription efficiency. Each of these nbm series of coligos
contains the larger loop of 19aTAR. We found that none of these coligos were

Figure 11. Coligos require unpaired nucleotides near the larger loop for successful transcription [adapted from (Lama
et al. 2014)]. (A) HEK293T WCE IVT for coligos lacking internal bulges and loops. Brackets mark a 10 nt window
centered on the predicted size for monomer transcripts using the 19aTAR initiation site. (B and C) HEK293T WCE
IVT of coligos with re-introduced internal loops and bulges from 19aTAR. M, marker; L, linear precursor; C, coligo.
Dashed line boxes indicate gel regions (for every lane in gel but shown only for the first lane) used for transcript
quantification.

transcribed into the expected full-length RNA hairpins (Figure 11A). It appears that the 19aTAR
loop present in all these coligos enables successful initiation of transcription as evident through
the substantial amounts of smaller abortive transcripts. However, transcription continued only halfway around the coligo (19anbm34 and -29) or slightly more (-23 and -19). Interestingly, a similar
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transcription profile was observed for the linear counterpart of each coligo, which might be due to
the intact initiation loop present in these linear forms. This experiment shows that coligos with
fully base-paired stems encoding shRNAs are not suitable substrates for transcription, and suggest
that internal loops and bulges might play a significant role for coligo transcription into full-length
monomer transcripts.
In order to test the importance of internal loops and bulges for a successful transcription,
we sequentially re-introduced the internal loops and bulges that were originally present in 19aTAR
into coligo 19anbm34. We did so in two ways - either from the direction of the larger loop (LL)
(Figure 10, 19anb-BR1, 19anb-BR2), closer to the expected initiation site, or from the direction
of the smaller terminal loop that is distal to the larger terminal loop (Figure 10, 19anb-BR3, BR4, and -BR5). Sequential re-introduction of internal loops from the direction of the larger loop
led to partial (19anb-BR1), and then full (19anb-BR2) restoration of full-length transcription
(Figure 11B). Conversely, incremental re-introduction of internal loops and bulges from the distal
end of the large terminal loop in coligo 19anbm34 (19anb-BR3, -BR4, -BR5) failed to restore
full-length transcription (Figure 11C). These latter three coligos produced a substantial amount of
discrete transcript size that seem to indicate that transcription proceeded well until the start of the
perfectly base-paired shRNA stem was encountered from the direction of the smaller loop, where
transcription appears to stop suddenly (Figure 10). This result, in conjunction to the ones
previously observed for 19anb-BR1 and -BR2, showed that in addition to their presence, the
location of internal loops and bulges with respect to the large terminal loop can also have a
significant impact on successful single round transcription of coligos and needs consideration
during designing coligos.
3.2.2.1 Can RNA Polymerase III jump a nick in a DNA template?
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We previously found that the circular topology appeared necessary for coligo
transcription(Seidl et al. 2013). In contrast, we found that the linear templates in the nbm coligo
series were transcribed nearly the same as their circular counterparts (Figure 11A and 11B). As
mentioned above, such a phenomenon might be explained based on the preservation of the larger
terminal loop in the linear forms. In our previously studied coligos such as 19aTAR and 122, the
linear templates were circularized in the terminal loop regions using TS2126 RNA ligase I so that
the linear forms lacked an intact larger terminal loop. However, the linearization site was moved
to a double-stranded (ds) region in the -nbm and -BR coligo series and circularized using T4 DNA
ligase (See Figure 10 for circularization site). This transfer of the ligation site from the ss loop to
a helical region leads to the prediction of an intact larger loop in linear templates, where
transcription might initiate as was found in the closely related coligo 19aTAR(Seidl et al. 2013).
Assuming that the transcription initiates in the larger loop in the linear form, the polymerase
should, however, fall off at the nick resulting in transcript sizes that ought to be shorter than the
circularized coligo’s full-length monomer transcripts. Interestingly, in the case of coligo 19anbBR2, both linear and circular forms produced full-length monomer transcripts, an observation
inexplicable based on above run-off transcription expectation. Alternative possible explanations
for such an outcome may be either the polymerase could transcribe through a nick as can be done
by T7 RNA polymerase(Zhou et al. 1995; Rong et al. 1998) or the linear template is ligated by
cellular DNA ligase present in WCE producing the coligo in situ, followed by coligo transcription.
Since the latter explanation seemed more probable, we tested if in situ circularization indeed
occurs.
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Figure 12. Coligos linear precursors nicked in a helical region are transcribed like coligos [adapted from (Lama et al.
2014)]. (A) T4 DNA ligase assay to verify dephosphorylation of the 19anb-BR2 linear precursor. LOH,
dephosphorylated precursor; LP, 5’ phosphorylated precursor. DNA visualized by Stains-All after DPAGE. (B) IVT
of 19anb-BR2 templates (LP, LOH, C) using HEK293T WCE or IP’d Pol III. Coligo 122 was used as a positive IVT
control. The relative amounts of monomer transcripts (boxed) were calculated separately for IP’d Pol III and
HEK293T WCE and normalized to coligo transcripts. R.I., relative intensity. (C) Input templates were recovered from
HEK293T WCE IVT reactions and visualized by Stains-All after DPAGE. RNase A was used to clarify results by
degrading endogenous RNA. (D) About 1% of LP 19anb-BR2 is circularized by IP’d Pol III beads. 5’ 32P labeled
19anb-BR2 precursor DNA was examined at the end of an IP’d Pol III IVT reaction (lanes 1-9). C1 is a gel mobility
standard for coligo 19anb-BR2; L2 is a linear ligation dimer. BSA negative control substituted BSA protein for WCE
during IP. No ATP lane is a negative control for DNA Ligase activity on the IP’d Pol III beads. S1 Nuclease treatment
(S1N) of C1 and L2 isolated from a T4 DNA ligase reaction on 5’-32P labeled linear precursor was used to check for
circularization (lanes 10-17). Insets are longer exposures of boxed gel regions. (E) Control IP from unmodified
HEK293T cell WCE also contained a contaminating DNA Ligase activity, indicating that the contaminating ligase
activity is not Pol III -dependent. (F) IP’d Pol III IVT as a function of coligo 19anb-BR2 concentration. The 1 nM
lane (0.06 relative RNA produced) represents the amount of circularized linear precursor formed by contaminating
DNA ligase activity during IP’d Pol III IVT.
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A 5’ phosphorylated end is a universal requirement for DNA ligase activity. We prepared
linear 19anb-BR2 with (LP) and without (LOH) 5’ phosphorylated end and used them as templates
to perform in vitro transcription in WCE and IP’d RNAP III. We found that all three versions of
19anb-BR2 (LOH, LP, C) gave rise to full-length monomer transcripts in WCE, albeit with different
relative amounts (Figure 12B). The amount of transcript was lowest in LOH. A necessary
sequential 5’ phosphorylation and ligation by endogenous enzymes that is required for such
template to convert it into circularized form might provide it with minimal available time for
transcription compared to its LP and C template counterparts, thereby leading to production of the
least amount of transcript products. However, we noticed a similar result for in vitro transcription
performed for these three versions of 19anb-BR2 using IP’d RNAP III, which should lack any
kinase(s) and ligase(s) (Figure 12B). In order to definitively verify that the linear templates (LOH
and LP) had been converted into their circle forms before being used for IVT, we traced the fate of
input template substrates (LOH and LP) after IVT. We scaled up the IVT reaction using these
template substrates followed by RNase A clean up to get rid of all RNAs, recovered the templates
and stained them after resolution on denaturing polyacrylamide gel (DPAGE). As suspected, we
found that some (LOH) or most (LP) of the linear templates are converted into their circular forms
in WCE (Figure 12C). However, no such circularized templates were detectable in IP’d RNAP
III. We then used a more sensitive detection method based on radioisotope labeling of the template
to detect possible circularization in IP’d RNAP III that might have been missed by staining-based
assay which are fairly insensitive for a minute amount of nucleic acids. We performed IVT reaction
using IP’d RNAP III but with an input linear template that is 5’-32P labeled. We found small
amounts of two new ATP-dependent products in the recovered template (Figure 12D, C1 and L2),
of which one is confirmed to be coligo 19anb-BR2 based on gel mobility and S1 Nuclease nicking
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assay(Diegelman and Kool 2001). Based on the same S1N nuclease assay analysis, product L2 is
most probably a linear dimer. IVT reaction performed using a control immunoprecipitate
preparation using BSA shows no ligation activity hinting that the ligase activity might be
associated with RNAP III (Figure 12E). However, we found that a control immunoprecipitation
from untransfected HEK293T WCE contained the same ligase activity, thereby, showing that the
ligase activity was instead due to a contaminant from the cell extracts adhering non-specifically to
the FLAG IP beads. We also found that the amount of circularized coligo 19anb-BR2 formed in
situ was ~ 1% of the input linear template. We wondered if such a minute amount of coligo (1 nM
of the total 100 nM input template conventionally used for IVT reaction) could account for the
total amount of transcript produced by linear 19anb-BR2. We found that this amount of coligo (1
nM) produced 10-fold less RNA than the ones produced by linear precursor at 100 nM (Figure
12F). This shows that the amount of in situ circularized product does not account for the total
amount of full-length monomer transcript produced by linear 19anb-BR2 in the IP’d RNAP III.
This result indicates that although unlikely, we cannot rule out the possibility of transcription
through nick. It seems that both processes, i.e., ligation of the linear template and transcription
through the nick both contribute to the unexpected transcription observed in the linear 19anb-BR2
template.
3.2.3 Significance of DNA coligo terminal stem-loops by using loop-swapping experiment done in
coligos 122 and mut2B
Coligo 122 produces a single, discrete monomer RNA transcript with specific initiation
and termination sites in its larger loop(Seidl et al. 2013). This led us to propose the feasibility of
using a terminal loop(s) region of coligo 122 as a pseudopromoter-like sequence. Coligo luc-2
shows somewhat reduced amount of transcript in comparison to coligo 122. We used coligo luc-2
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that shows poor transcription as a test case to find if pseudopromoter-like behavior can be achieved
through loop swapping. As shown in Figure 13, replacing the smaller terminal loop

Figure 13. Loop swapping analysis to make productive template (Luc-2 series) [adapted from (Lama et al. 2014)].
(A) Predicted secondary structures of coligos used in Panel B. The terminal loops from coligo 122 were sequentially
used to replace those of coligo luc-2 to form coligos mut2A and mut2B. Tss, transcription start site; Stop, predicted
transcript 3’ end site; black triangles, circularization sites; nt, nucleotides; SL, small terminal loop; LL, large terminal
loop; lines over sequence indicate known Pol III termination sequences. (B) IVT of Luc-2 series coligos in HEK293T
WCE. Lines on gel mark a 10 nt window centered on the predicted size for monomer transcripts based on the 122
large loop Tss. Coligo 122 used as a positive coligo control. M, marker; L, linear precursor; C, coligo.

of luc-2 and the nearby internal bulge with coligo 122 smaller terminal loop to form coligo mut2A
led to a small increment in the amount of single-round transcripts (Figure 13B, compare lanes 3
and 4). Further replacement of the large terminal loop of 122 into mut2A resulting in coligo
mut2B led to a significant increase in the amount of single-round transcript products (Figure 13B,
lane 5). However, unlike coligo 122, mut2B fails to produce a single discrete transcript band seen
in coligo 122, possibly because of the loss of d(AAACA) RNAP III termination signal(Orioli et
al. 2011) originally present at the stem loop junction of 122. Nevertheless, this terminal loop33

swapping experiment shows that using the coligo 122 larger terminal loop as pseudopromoter-like
sequence is possible in terms of increasing transcription efficiency. Further fine-tuning is needed
for precise initiation and/or termination.
3.2.4 Significance of cumulative effect of terminal and internal loops, and stems by designing and
converting unproductive to productive coligos:The coligo 19a series
We further investigated the feasibility of the loop-swapping analysis strategy using another
poorly transcribing coligo, 19a, for possible pseudopromoter-like behavior of coligo 122 larger
terminal loop. Gel analysis of coligo 19a transcription shows that it is a poorly transcribing coligo
that produces shorter-than-expected transcripts (Figure 14B, lane 4), the size that can be correlated
to the transcription initiation and termination in the large A- and C-rich internal loop present in the
coligo stem. Transcription initiation at this site in a closely related coligo 19aTAR had been
observed previously based on RLM-RACE experiment(Seidl et al. 2013). We reasoned that by
removing the internal loop, the modified coligo would exhibit only terminal loop dependent
transcription, if there were any. We reduced the size of this internal loop to form coligo 19a-rb,
and as expected, with this change the shorter-than-expected transcripts found in 19a disappeared
completely (Figure 14B, lane 5), leading to a coligo showing very little discrete transcription, a
sort of “blank slate” on which we could test the activity of modifications introduced. Subsequent
replacement of coligo 19a-rb terminal loop with larger terminal loop of coligo 122 (coligo 19arb122L, Figure 14A) led to further reduction in shorter transcripts (Figure 14B, lane 6).
Surprisingly, we found possible full-length transcripts around the 70 nt region, albeit at a very low
level compared to what is produced by coligo 122 (compare lanes 3 and 6). We further replaced
the smaller terminal loop of 19a (AATA) with coligo 122 smaller terminal loop (AATTG) to form
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coligo 19a-rb-122LS. A significant increase in monomer transcript amount was seen with this
modest change (Figure 14B, lane 7). This coligo also

Figure 14. Conversion of poorly transcribed coligo into a productive template (19a series) [adapted from (Lama et al.
2014)].A) Predicted secondary structures of coligos used in Panel B. Stepwise changes made to poorly transcribed
coligo 19a, including removal of its large internal loop (19a-rb), replacement of its terminal loops with those from
122 (19a-rb-122L and 19a-rb-122LS), and mutation of the dA4 Pol III termination sequence in the 19a stem (circled
G) to form coligo 19a-rb9. Tss, transcription start site; Stop, predicted transcript 3’ end site; black triangles,
circularization sites; nt, nucleotides; SL, small terminal loop; LL, large terminal loop; lines over sequence indicate
known Pol III termination sequences. (B) IVT of 19a series coligos in HEK293T WCE. Lines on gel mark a 10 nt
window centered on the predicted size for monomer transcripts based on the 122 large loop Tss. Coligo 122 used as a
positive coligo control. M, marker; L, linear precursor; C, coligo.

produced smaller, possibly abortive transcript sizes at around the 50 nt region that might represent
transcription termination at the dA4 region if transcription had initiated in the coligo 122 large
terminal loop. We furthermore replaced the sequences around the vicinity of smaller terminal loop
with the ones found in coligo 122 but without altering cDNA of mature miR19a (coligo 19a-rb7).
This change didn’t show much improvement in terms of monomer transcript amount production
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(Figure 14B, lane 8). Instead, we found additional bands indicative of transcription termination at
the dA4 region. Because no major improvement was observed, we reverted to 19a-rb-122LS and
changed its possible dA4 termination site in the stem to d(AAGA), producing coligo 19a-rb9.
Disruption of this known RNAP III termination sequence led to a large increase in the amount of
monomer transcript (~69 nt) (Figure 14B, lane 9). It also led to a loss of all transcripts in 19arb122LS and 19a-rb7 probably resulting from the use of the dA4 termination site. Overall, this
series of changes for coligo 19a in pursuit to improving its transcription efficiency showed that we
need to take into account different aspects of coligo structure to design a productive coligo. While
important, the larger terminal loop is not the sole determinant of transcription. Other important
features such as avoiding larger internal loops, avoiding dA4 termination sequence in the stem, and
appropriate size for small terminal loop (at least 5 nt) also needs to be considered for the larger
loop to function optimally.
In vitro transcription analysis of the coligos studied here have provided us with important
information to further characterize and improve our knowledge of the determinants of promoterindependent transcription in coligos. However, our conclusions with respect to possible initiation
and termination sites in these coligos were entirely based upon RNA transcript sizes and the
transcript sequence information for only two coligos(Seidl et al. 2013). These transcripts that are
size fractionated on polyacrylamide gels cannot provide definite information about transcription
initiation and termination sites on coligos because of the circular nature of coligos. Precise
transcription initiation and termination sites on coligos can only be understood completely through
sequencing the cDNA of the transcripts produced from these coligos. Therefore, a standard, robust,
and, high throughput sequencing protocol for coligo transcripts is essential to completely
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understand coligo-based transcription. Development of this much-needed sequencing protocol will
be the subject of discussion in the following chapter (Chapter 4).
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Preparation of coligos
Synthetic linear DNA Ultramers® oligonucleotides with 5’ phosphorylated ends were
purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). Mfold(Zuker 2003) program was used for
the prediction of coligo secondary structures. Linear precursors of coligos synthesized with their
discontinuity in the larger or smaller terminal loop, as opposed to the partially or fully base-paired
stem (122, 19aTAR, 19aRL, 221, 19am3, luc-2, 19a, mut2A, mut2B, 19a-rb, 19a-rb-122L,
19a-rb-122LS, 19a-rb5, 19a-rb7, 19a-rb9) were circularized using TS2126 RNA ligase enzyme
as described previously(Seidl and Ryan 2011). T4 DNA ligase enzyme was used for the
circularization of linear precursors of partially or fully base-paired stem coligos consisting
discontinuity in stem (19anbm19, 19anbm23, 19anbm29, 19anbm34, 19anb-BR1, 19anb-BR2,
19anb-BR3, 19anb-BR4, 19anb-BR5) and purified as described below. Calf intestinal alkaline
phosphatase was used for dephosphorylation of linear ultramers as used in Figures 12 following
manufacturer’s protocol. Likewise, T4 Polynucleotide kinase was used for 5’ re-phosphorylation
of dephosphorylated linear template with [-32P]-ATP (2 pmol template, 10 μCi [γ-32P]-ATP, 1x
PNK buffer, 10 U PNK in 10 μl reaction volume, incubated at 37°C for 30 min).
3.3.2 In vitro transcription
IVT reactions were performed and nucleic acids extracted as described in Chapter 2
(2.3.4)
Precipitated RNA transcripts and/or 5’ radiolabeled ultramers were separated on either 10%
DPAGE supplemented with 40% Formamide (Figure 12D and 12E) or without formamide (all
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other gels) and visualized by exposing the dried gel on whatman paper to a MD Phosphorimager
Screen. Image quantification was performed using MD ImageQuant software.
3.3.3 T4 DNA ligase circularization
Large-scale circularization of dumbbell and dumbbell-like linear DNA ultramers was
performed using T4 DNA ligase in 500 l final reaction volume as follows: 500 pmol of linear 5’
phosphorylated ultramer was incubated in 1X T4 DNA ligase buffer (NEB) for 3 min at 94C and
slow-cooled to 50C by keeping the sample on water bath after turning off the hot plate. The
sample was then left at room temperature for 3 minutes followed by incubating at 18C for 3 more
minutes. Finally, 1000 units of T4 DNA ligase (NEB) and 1 mM final ATP was added to the
sample and incubated at 18C for 2 h. Phenol:chloform:isoamyl alcohol (PCI) and ethanol
precipitation was used for the extraction of DNA. Uncircularized linear substrate was removed
using either Exonuclease III (M181A, Promega) based on manufacturer’s protocol, or by gel
purification of the circularized product as described previously(Seidl and Ryan 2011). A similar
method was used for the small-scale analytical T4 DNA ligase reaction shown in Figure 12A but
in a 20 l reaction volume containing 10 pmol of linear ultramer and 40 units of the enzyme.
Stains-all was used for visualization of extracted DNA as previously described(Seidl et al. 2013).
5’ radiolabeled linear 19anb-BR2 template as shown in Figure 12D and 12E were also
circularized under similar condition but without staining.
3.3.4 Template recovery from IVT reactions
Each reaction in Figure 12C was scaled up 4-fold compared with a typical IVT reaction
described above without [-32P] UTP so that the templates could be easily visualized by StainsAll dye. Nucleic acids were isolated through PCI extraction and ethanol precipitation after IVT
reaction. RNA in the samples were removed by treating each sample with/without RNase A for an
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additional 30 min at 37C. Finally, nucleic acids were isolated again by PCI extraction followed
by ethanol precipitation, and run on 10% DPAGE and visualized by staining with Stains-All as
previously described(Seidl et al. 2013).
3.3.5 S1N Nuclease Assay
The circular topology of the coligos was verified as previously described(Seidl and Ryan
2011) but with the following differences: 15 pmol of circular oligodeoxynucleotide was treated
with 5 units of S1 Nuclease (70019, USB) in a 50 l reaction volume. A similar method was used
for verification of topology of gel-purified products from T4 DNA ligase reaction of 5’
radiolabeled linear 19anb-BR2 in Figure 12D (Note: Samples here were incubated for only 15
min at room temperature since the amount of oligonucleotides is less). Here, the visualization and
quantification of the bands were done by exposure to Phosphorimager screen and MD ImageQuant
software.
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Chapter 4: The RNA hairpin RNA-Seq problem, and a single adapter ligation RNA-Seq
method with application to coligo transcript sequencing
SYNOPSIS: In this chapter, we describe the inability of the commonly used two adapter ligation
based small RNA sequencing method for our coligo-generated transcripts because of highly
inefficient 5’ adapter ligation for RNA hairpin structures in coligo transcripts. We, subsequently,
developed a new, single adapter ligation RNA-Seq method for coligo transcripts that avoids the 5’
adapter ligation step. We used this sequencing method for high throughput sequencing analysis of
transcripts synthesized from 12 coligos and tried to understand the coligo features that govern the
preferred sites of transcription initiation and termination by human RNA polymerase III in coligos.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) method for sequencing coligo transcripts
Transcripts produced by coligos fall within the range of 40-200 nt, a size range that
overlaps with abundant endogenous cellular small RNA. In order to selectively capture, amplify,
and sequence only the coligo-derived RNA transcripts, our lab has previously adapted a
sequencing technique called RACE (Rapid amplification of cDNA ends) to selectively sequence
5’ and 3’ ends of a specific mRNA transcript within a population of different RNAs. RACE is a
sequencing method developed(Frohman et al. 1988; Loh et al. 1989) to determine the unknown
sequences at the 3’ or the 5’ -end of an mRNA to obtain a complete sequence of a transcript,
provided a partial internal sequence within the transcript is known by other methods. For 3’ RACE,
the 3’ end of a given mRNA is amplified using a poly-A tail and a known internal sequence of the
transcript as handles, whereas to sequence the 5’ end of the transcript, known internal sequence
information was used for cDNA synthesis. The other adapter handle for amplification was
achieved via terminal deoxynucleotide transferase, which adds a homopolymeric sequence at 3’
end of cDNA. Inconsistency in the length of the added homopolymer by the deoxynucleotide
transferase results in ambiguity of the exact ends of transcripts. This led to further refinement in
the method(Liu and Gorovsky 1993) that used RNA ligase to add a specific adapter handle to the
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5’ end of transcript for 5’ RACE. Our lab has previously used this improvised technique, called
RNA-ligase mediated (RLM)-RACE, that is conveniently available as kit, for our initial attempts
to sequence coligo transcripts (Figure 15)(Seidl et al. 2013).

Figure 15. Schematic flowchart of previously used RLM-RACE kit based sequencing method for coligo-generated
transcripts using WCE for coligo 122(Seidl et al. 2013). Gel fractionated coligo transcripts divided into two pools and
used separately for 5’ or 3’ end sequencing. 5’ppp, 5’ triphosphate; 5’p, 5’ monophosphate; RPP, RNA 5’
polyphosphatase; RT, reverse transcription.

Although successful in providing valuable information with regard to transcription
initiation and termination sites for two coligo transcripts (19aTAR and 122) using the RLM-RACE
method(Seidl et al. 2013), there were a few drawbacks that limited its use for extensive study of
coligo transcription. Interference by abundant endogenous small RNAs, similar in sizes to coligo
transcripts present in WCE, necessitated an additional separation step for transcript enrichment
using coligo-specific biotinylated probes (coligo 19aTAR monomer transcripts). Additionally,
adapter ligation efficiency, crucial for successful capture of all transcripts cannot be determined
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using this method. Likewise, this method also requires coligo-specific primer sequences to select
and enrich specific coligo-derived transcripts for sequencing. These limitations, in combination
with reliance on a cost-prohibitive kit, make the coligo transcript sequencing an expensive,
laborious, and time-consuming procedure that has hindered the extensive study of coligos-based
transcription.
4.1.2 Coligo transcript sequencing using 3’ and 5’ adapter ligation method
Unlike mRNA, sequencing small non-coding RNAs such as miRNAs cannot be achieved
using RACE because of their small sizes and lack of polyadenylated (polyA) tails, the features
necessary to design primers for amplification. Instead, successful sequencing of these small RNAs
was achieved via sequential ligation of known adapters to their 5’ and 3’ ends, which helped to
provide the necessary handles for their amplification(Lau et al. 2001). Development of strategies
to ligate adapters of known sequences to the ends of these small RNAs led to unprecedented
information about the small RNA world. However, adapting this strategy to gain information about
coligo transcripts is hindered by the presence of more abundant endogenous small RNAs when
whole cell extract is used for transcripts production.
We previously showed that, except for a few minor differences, immunoprecipitated RNAP
III (IP’d RNAP III) exhibited transcript patterns that are similar to the ones produced by WCE for
many different coligos (Chapter 2). We then wondered if we could adapt the sequential ligation
of 3’ and 5’ adapters to coligo transcripts produced using IP’d RNAP III, instead of WCE, to obtain
their sequence information. Interference by endogenous small RNAs will be highly reduced in
IP’d RNAP III, because these endogenous small RNAs are removed during the washing step in
immunoprecipitation. Since common 3’ and 5’ adapter sequences are used for ligation to coligo
transcripts from different coligos, as shown in the schematic (Figure 16A), implementing such a
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strategy can also aid in developing a standard coligo sequence-independent sequencing strategy.
Since the transcripts are uniformly labeled during in vitro transcription, we can also trace the
adapter ligation efficiencies for transcripts as shown for coligo 122 monomer transcripts (Figure
16B).
4.1.3 Limitations of two adapter ligation method for hairpin-encoding coligo transcript
sequencing
With a few optimizations (described further below), we successfully used sequential
adapter ligation method to sequence coligo 122 monomer transcripts. However, we were unable
to successfully implement the method to sequence transcripts from other coligos because of
inefficiencies and variability in the 5’ adapter ligation step – probably due to the hairpin structure
of the transcripts, thereby requiring us to develop alternative sequencing methods that avoid the 5’
adapter ligation step.
4.2 Results and Discussion:
4.2.1 Optimization of 3’ adapter ligation method for coligo transcripts
We used coligo 122 monomer transcripts produced in vitro using IP’d RNAP III as a test case to
prepare a cDNA library for sequencing using the sequential 3’ and 5’ adapter ligation method
(Method 1 hereafter) since transcript sequence information is available for the coligo from

Figure 16. Initial library preparation plan for coligo-derived RNA transcripts using 3’ and 5’ adapter ligation method
(Method 1). (A) Schematic for 3’ and 5’ adapter ligation for coligo transcripts. In vitro transcribed RNA product (i),
3’ adapter ligated transcripts (ii), 3’ adapter ligated transcripts with 5’ phosphate (iii), and 5’ adapter ligated transcript
products (iv) are sequentially labeled and used similarly to indicate different species in Panels B. (B) 3’ (Adapter1,
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Table 2) and 5’ (Adapter2, Table 2) adapters ligation efficiency analysis for coligo 122 monomer transcripts. 5’ppp,
5’ triphosphate; 5’p, 5’ monophosphate; RPP, RNA 5’ polyphosphatase; IVT, in vitro transcription reaction; M, RNA
decade marker. Ligation efficiency, i.e. percent ligation, is defined as [ligated RNA/(ligated RNA + unligated RNA)]
X 100.

a previous study(Seidl et al. 2013). Following the manufacturer’s recommended ligation reaction
condition for T4 RNA ligase I (NEB) gave no ligated product during 3’ adapter ligation
(Adapter1,Table 2) to coligo 122 transcripts (data not shown). Since ligation depends upon
successful collision of multiple components, we sought to find an optimized condition(s) for 3’
adapter ligation using different reagents that can increase the collision probability such as
polyethylene glycol (PEG), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and saturation with 3’ adapter(Pfeffer et
al. 2005; Munafo and Robb 2010) (Figure 17B). Even though increasing amount of each reagent
led to improvement in ligation efficiency, we found PEG to be the most critical for increasing
ligation efficiency because reduction in ligation was observed for samples containing 10% PEG
concentration regardless of other reagents present in excess (Figure 17B, Gel 3). Based on these
results, we found that 30 M adapter, 20% DMSO, and 15% PEG gave near complete ligation of
adapter to the coligo 122 transcripts and hence used this as our optimized conditions for 3’ adapter
ligation for other coligo transcripts. Highly efficient ligation of 3’ adapter to other coligo
transcripts was also observed (Figure 17C, 3’ ligations) under the optimized condition. Using
identical conditions for 5’ adapter (Adapter2, Table 2) ligation to the gel purified 3’ adapter ligated
coligo transcripts, however, gave reduced ligation efficiency for coligo 122 transcripts (Figure
16B, lane 4). Similarly, for majority of the coligo transcripts tested, 5’ adapter ligation was variable
and highly inefficient (Figure 17C, Gel 1, 5’ ligation) or absent altogether
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Figure 17. 5’ adapter ligation is highly inefficient for coligo transcripts. (A) Schematic for 3’ and 5’ adapter ligation
for coligo transcripts. In vitro transcribed RNA product (i), 3’ adapter ligated transcripts (ii), 3’ adapter ligated
transcripts with 5’ phosphate (iii), and 5’ adapter ligated transcript products (iv) are sequentially labeled and used
similarly to indicate different species in Panels B and C. (B) 3’ adapter ligation optimization for coligo 122 monomer
transcripts under different adapter (Gel 1), PEG (Gel 2), or DMSO (Gel 3) concentrations. (C) 5’ adapter ligation
analysis for 3’ adapter ligated coligo transcripts from coligos 221, 19nb-BR4, 15a-3, and mut2B. Brackets indicate
the expected size of ligated products determined based on 5’ adapter sequence length. 5’ppp, 5’ triphosphate; 5’p, 5’
monophosphate; RPP, RNA 5’ polyphosphatase; PEG, polyethylene glycol; DMSO, Dimethyl sulfoxide; IVT, in vitro
transcription reaction; M, RNA decade marker. Ligation efficiency, i.e. percent ligation, is defined as [ligated
RNA/(ligated RNA + unligated RNA)] X 100.

(Figure 17C, Gel 2-4, 5’ ligation). Further optimization strategies similar to the ones used for 3’
adapter ligation using different macromolecular crowding
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reagents as well as enzyme

concentrations and in reaction incubation times or temperatures did not improve the ligation
efficiency (data not shown). This showed us that 5’ adapter ligation is problematic for coligo
transcripts. 5’ adapter ligation was also found to be inefficient for highly structured small RNAs
like pre-miRNAs by others (Liu et al. 2014). Therefore, we think that successful 5’ adapter ligation
for small RNAs with strong secondary structure similar to the ones that are pre-designed to be
produced by our coligos using a conventional ligase-based adapter ligation strategy is inefficient
and problematic. This could result in bias and misleading results when we sequence coligo
transcripts.
4.2.2 Single adapter ligation based method for coligo transcripts sequencing comprising
restriction enzyme digestion method for re-linearization of circularized cDNAs (Method 2)
In order to avoid variable and inefficient 5’ adapter ligation to coligo-derived RNA
transcripts, we designed a strategy to indirectly add 5’ adapter to the 5’ end of transcripts by using
restriction enzymes (RE) and thermostable RNA ligase TS2126 Rnl1, the latter being used very
frequently in our lab to circularize our linear ultramers. In this method (Figure 18A, Method 2
hereafter), 3’ linker ligated coligo transcripts were directly used for reverse transcription without
5’ ligation. The reverse transcription primer (RTprimerCir) was 5’ radiolabeled for visualization
of cDNA produced. It also contained Ban I and BspEI restriction enzyme digestion sites. 5’
radiolabeled cDNA was gel purified and circularized using TS2126 RNA ligase I. Uncircularized
cDNAs were removed through Exonuclease I treatment (Figure 18B, Gel 2, lane 9). The
circularized cDNA was re-linearized at Ban I or BspEI restriction enzyme sites using specific
restriction enzymes and by hybridization with 3’ linker adapter (Adapter1, Table 2) or
RTprimerComp that would hybridize with the
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Figure 18: Coligo-generated RNA transcript sequencing by cDNA circularization and re-linearization using
restriction enzyme (Method 2). (A) Schematic flowchart of the library preparation method. 3’ adapter ligated RNA
transcript was directly used for reverse transcription (RT) using a 5’ radiolabeled primer (RTprimerCir) that contains
restriction site for BanI and BspEI. Radiolabeled cDNA was gel purified and circularized using TS2126 Rnl1.
Uncircularized cDNA was cleaned up using Exonuclease I (Exo I). Circularized cDNA was re-linearized using 3’
linker sequence (Adapter1, Table 2) and restriction enzyme (RE) Ban I or RTprimerComp and BspEI. Roman
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numerals are used to label different species produced during each consecutive step and used correspondingly to
indicate different species in Panels B. (B) Library preparation for coligo 122 generated monomer transcripts using
schematic described in A. Gel 1: 3’ linker ligated transcript generated from in vitro transcription (IVT) (lane 2) was
used to produce cDNA using 5’ radiolabeled RT primer (lane 3). Unhybridized RNA removed by RNase H treatment
and 5’ radiolabeled cDNA was gel purified (lane 4). Gel 2 and 3: Gel purified 5’ end labeled cDNA circularized using
TS2126 Rnl1 (lane 8). Uncircularized cDNA removed using Exo I (lane 9). Circularized cDNA was re-linearized
using BanI restriction enzyme (RE) (lane10) or BspEI (lane 11’). See inboxes for re-linearization sites. Gel 4:
Relinearized cDNA using BspEI was used for PCR amplification (lane 15) and the corresponding gel band cut,
purified, cloned, and sequenced. PCR without the template (lane 13) and with RTprimerCir as a template (lane14) fail
to show expected gel band size (126 bp for 83 nt transcript). RTprimerCir was used as a template to show the fate of
undigested RTprimerCir carried through the experiment. (C) Sequencing analysis of the coligo 122 transcripts (2
clones total). Transcription start site (Tss, arrow) and transcript 3’ end site (Stop) identified previously via cDNA
sequencing (reference) indicated for comparison.

RTprimerCir region of circularized cDNA. This re-linearization of cDNA is designed in such a
way that it leads to partial re-distribution of RTprimerCir of known sequence in each end of the
cDNA to provide a handle for downstream PCR step (See inboxes, Figure 18B). A test case
analysis of this sequencing method using coligo 122 led to the successful production of a PCR
product band of expected size (Figure 18B, Gel 4, lane 15). The sequencing result for coligo 122
using this method for two clones showed that both clones contained transcript reads from coligo
122 indicating that this method can be used successfully to sequence coligo transcripts with no or
minimal contamination of endogenous small RNA sequences. Another significant observation is
that, in addition to the sequence reads found previously using RLM-RACE method(Seidl et al.
2013) (Figure 18C, Read 1), we found a new transcript sequence (Figure 18C, Read 2) that
initiates at the stem-loop junction of the coligo that was not observed in previous sequencing
results. The failure to capture this transcript can be attributed to inefficient 5’ adapter ligation of
such 5’ fully base-paired transcript structures. Overall, this methods leads to >80% cDNA
circularization efficiency, and since the other steps are common to the previous method, we can
expect that the library thus generated using this method is a better representation of the overall
possible coligo-generated transcript population compared to the previous method (Method 1).
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A method similar to this sequencing method but lacking the re-linearization step had been
used to prepare small RNA library for next-generation sequencing(Kwon 2011). Here, circularized
cDNA was directly used for PCR amplification. Possible intermolecular ligation during cDNA
circularization might produce linear and/or circular concatamers. Without the re-linearization step,
these undesired products could complicate the PCR step with respect to production of distinct
product sizes. In addition, during PCR, the polymerase could go around the circularized template
multiple times, leading to the production of multi-band PCR products, or in worse case, produce
indistinguishable bands because of undesired internal primings. Even though small RNA size and
low concentration of cDNA during circularization step has been attributed to the possible absence
of intermolecular ligation, the authors failed to provide definite evidence showing that the abovementioned undesired problems were not encountered. A distinct PCR product band of expected
size seen for re-linearized template in our method shows that the above-mentioned problems are
at least not encountered if the circularized template is re-linearized before PCR step.
4.2.3 Single adapter ligation based method for coligo transcript sequencing comprising RNase A
digestion method for re-linearization of circularized cDNAs (Method 3)
Method 2, though successful in sequencing coligo 122, is not very efficient with respect to the
ability of restriction enzyme to completely re-linearize the circularized cDNA. The method might
also need some alterations in RTprimerCir sequence if it is to be used for sequencing other coligogenerated transcripts that also contain a BspEI restriction enzyme site. Because of the same
possibility, this method cannot be adapted into a general total small RNA sequencing approach. In
order to avoid this, and the need for the additional oligonucleotide to form the BspEI substrate,
we made a small modification in RTprimerCir by replacing one of the DNA nucleotides with
ribonucleotide (Schematic in Figure 19A, Method 3 hereafter). This modification leads to the
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possibility of re-linearization of circularized cDNA by simple treatment with RNase A instead of
BspEI or any other restriction enzymes. As shown in Figure 19A, RT primer used in this method
(rRTprimerCir, Table 2) has the same sequence as RTprimerCir but one of the nucleotides (dC)
is replaced with ribonucleotide (rC). Other conditions remaining the same as in Method 2, the
circularized cDNA can be efficiently re-linearized at rC position by a simple treatment with RNase
A(Mengel-Jorgensen et al. 2005). Even though uncircularized cDNA is not removed through
exonuclease treatment as in Method 2, the processed uncircularized linear cDNA after RNase
treatment lacks the required adapter at one of the ends for PCR (Supplementary Figure S2,
Scenario D, See Appendix). Similarly, any multimer products produced after TS2126 Rnl1
treatment in the form of linear or circularized concatamers will also be converted into three types
of products after RNase A treatment (Supplementary Figure S2, Scenario A, B, C) – i) relinearized cDNA with required adapter at both ends, ii) re-linearized cDNA with required adapter
only at one end, and iii) degraded RTprimerCir. Only the first product type possesses the required
adapter handles at both ends for successful PCR. Together, this switch in the site of linearization
allowed us to add both PCR primer sequences to the original RNA information in a single (3’)
adapter ligation. It solved, by avoiding entirely, the problem of variable 5’ linker addition
inefficiency. We previously found that the 3’ linker addition is more consistently successful. Using
RNase A treated aliquot of circularized cDNA as a template in PCR leads to production of a single
PCR product band of expected size. Using coligo 122-derived monomer transcripts as a test case,
we analyzed the feasibility of this single 3’ adapter ligation based RNA sequencing method
(Method 3) to prepare cDNA library and sequence coligo 122 monomer transcripts (Figure 19BD). The circularization efficiency for Method 3 (Figure 19C, lane 8) is superior to 5’ adapter
ligation step of Method 1 (Figure 16B, lane 4). Small amounts of higher order multimers are also
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formed. However, highly efficient RNase A treatment leads to complete re-linearization of
circularized cDNAs and higher order multimers (Figure 19C, lane 9). A distinct, templatedependent, amplified PCR product was obtained (Figure 19D, lane 13) reflecting the absence of
rolling circle amplification, a possibility during PCR in the event of incomplete re-linearization.
Subsequent sequencing results showed that 3 out of 5 clones sequenced possess transcript
sequences (Figure 19E, sequences 1 and 2) predominantly found previously using the more
laborious RLM-RACE based sequencing method(Seidl et al. 2013). Interestingly, as seen in the
case of Method 2 for coligo 122 monomer transcripts but not using RLM-RACE method, we
found a transcript sequence that initiates in the stem region of the coligo that would produce an
RNA transcript with 5’ end that is completely base-paired (Figure 19E, sequence 3), presumably
an unfavorable structure for efficient 5’ adapter ligation. This sequence and other possible RNA
transcripts with structured 5’ ends might also account for the inefficient 5’ adapter ligation that we
observed for coligo 122 transcripts using Method 1 (Figure 16B, Lane 4). Overall, through
successful sequencing of coligo 122 monomer transcripts, we found that this single adapter ligation
based method can be successfully implemented to sequence coligo-generated transcripts, and more
importantly, this method can successfully capture the transcripts with structured 5’ end. Since the
method has no sequence- specific restriction digestion step, it can be used for any kind of coligogenerated transcripts, as well as for other collections of RNA that lack a poly(A) tail or have a
hairpin structure at their 5’ end.
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Figure 19: Library preparation and sequencing of coligo 122 monomer RNA transcripts using single adapter ligation
method (Method 3). (A) Schematic flowchart for library preparation using single adapter ligation method for coligo
transcripts. Black circle denotes single ribonucleotide and p* denotes 5’ radiolabeled end in the modified DNA/RNA
chimeric reverse transcription (RT) primer (rRTprimerCir). Roman numerals are used to label different species
produced during each consecutive step and used correspondingly to indicate different species in Panels B and C. (B)
3’ adapter ligation of coligo 122 transcripts followed by reverse transcription for synthesis of cDNA using
rRTprimerCir. 5’ radiolabeled cDNAs (III) excised, purified, and used as template for circularization. (C) cDNA
circularization and re-linearization using TS2126 RNA ligase 1 (Rnl1) and RNase A respectively. Re-linearized
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template product (V) was used as template for PCR amplification. Multimer might include higher order of linear or
circular concatamers. (D) PCR amplification of re-linearized cDNA using PrimerCirFor and PrimerCirRev. Bands
within the square bracket cut, gel eluted, cloned and sequenced. Templates used for PCR are rRTprimerCir (X) or relinearized cDNAs (Y). (E) Sequencing analysis of the coligo 122 transcripts (5 clones total). Transcription start site
(Tss, arrow) and transcript 3’ end site (Stop) identified previously via cDNA sequencing (reference) indicated for
comparison. RT; Reverse Transcription, P1 and P2, Primer1F and Primer1R; Taq Pol., Taq polymerase; *, end-labeled
modified RT primer; **, degraded end-labeled RT primer; L, NEB 100 bp DNA ladder.

4.2.4 Single adapter ligation based method for high throughput sequencing of small RNA on
Illumina platform and comparative analysis of the method with conventional two adapter ligation
based methods
Previous sequencing results for coligo 19aTAR and 122 transcripts using the RLM-RACE
protocol(Seidl et al. 2013) showed sequence heterogeneity at the 5’ and 3’ ends of transcripts.
This is possibly because of the absence of canonical promoter(s) in coligos leading to lack of a
definite transcription initiation/termination site. In addition, because of their circular topology,
transcription initiation and termination at different positions in coligos might still produce
transcripts of same size, making it impossible to determine initiation and termination sites simply
based on transcript sizes. Under such circumstances, definitive and more complete information
about transcription initiation and termination in a coligo can be achieved only through high
throughput sequencing methodology wherein thousands of transcript sequences can be obtained
for each coligo. However, sequencing thousands of clones for each coligo library is not feasible
using traditional sequencing. Therefore, we next sought to change the adapters and primer
sequences for Method 3 so that it is compatible on Illumina high throughput sequencing platform,
a strategy that could provide millions of reads inexpensively for each library prepared from a
coligo. Furthermore, with an added introduction of an index sequence during library preparation
for transcripts from each coligo, we can pool libraries from many coligos and sequence them on a
single experimental run that will tremendously reduce time, cost, and labor for sequencing yet
providing a plethora of transcript sequence information.
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Before using this high throughput method of library preparation for coligo transcripts, we
wanted to find how Method 3 fares relative to Method 1 in the case of small RNA since high
throughput sequencing of small RNA is widely done using Method 1. In order to adapt this single
adapter ligation method for high throughput sequencing of small RNA using Illumina sequencing,
we sought to find and design compatible adapters and primer sequences. We chose a commonly
used small RNA library preparation method for Illumina platform developed by Tuschl’s
lab(Williams et al. 2013) as a basis for designing adapter and primer sequences owing to – i)
availability of all the necessary sequences used for library preparation, and ii) a suitable commonly
used method to compare difference(s), if any, between single adapter ligation method (Method 3)
and two-adapter ligation method (Method 1) for high throughput small RNA sequencing. We also
validated the adapter and primer sequence from our collaborator (Peter L. Nagy, Columbia
University Medical Center) responsible for sequencing our library with regard to the compatibility
of library with the sequencing instrument.
Even though we succeeded in preparing libraries for small RNAs using this method, to our
dismay, the high throughput sequencing result for our library using Illumina Miseq instrument
from our collaborator showed that there was no amplification of our library, therefore, no reads
were produced from our library. Re-analysis of adapter and primer sequences showed that the
library that we produced presumably lacked full adapter sequences that are needed for clonal
amplification of library in Illumina Miseq platform. Illumina GA II or HiSeq 2000 sequencing
instruments was used for high throughput sequencing of sRNA library by Tuschl’s lab(Williams
et al. 2013).
New England Biolabs (NEB) sells a small RNA library preparation kit that is compatible
with Illumina platform. More importantly, they also provide adapter and primer sequences used in
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the kit. A few successful studies have also been done for small RNA library preparation using this
kit(Cora et al. 2014). Therefore, we redesigned our adapter and primer sequences using the
available sequence information from the NEB kit. Using the strategy as described in Figure 20,
we can prepare two separate small RNA libraries using either Method 1 or Method 3 from a single
source of 3’ adapter ligated small RNA pool, and later compare the results to see how our method
compares to the literature standard method. Through an added convenience of using a different
index for each library, we can finally pool the libraries and run them on a single sequencing
experiment yet analyze them separately based on their unique indices to find any differences
between the two methods in terms of their relative capture of different small RNAs.
During the process of library preparation as described above, we found that the new reverse
transcription primer (RTprimer2) for single adapter ligation method leads to the formation of a
template-independent reverse transcription product (Figure 21A, lane 5) whose size(s) overlaps
the expected sizes for small RNA cDNAs, thereby, leading to extensive background product. Insilico hybridization analysis of the reverse transcription primer showed a few self-hybridization
propensities of the primer (data not shown) that possibly explained the extension of the selfhybridized primer by itself, leading to the appearance of extended reverse transcriptase products
during reverse transcription. We were unable to find suitable experimental option(s) to prove this
possibility. Extensive alteration of the primer sequence in order to relieve possible selfhybridization was also not an option because of the irreplaceable requirement of the sequence for
the downstream processes within the Illumina platform.
Reverse transcription in our library preparation for small RNAs was performed using
Superscript III (Invitrogen) reverse transcriptase at 45°C. However, the transcriptase is
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Figure 20: Schematic flowchart of small RNA (sRNA) library preparation for high throughput sequencing using
conventional two adapter ligation method (Method 1) or single adapter ligation method (Method 3). Hela total RNA
spiked with 5’ radiolabeled RNA size markers (M1 and M2, Table 2) were included as sRNA tracers during the
preparation of sRNA library. Gel purified 3’ adapter ligated sRNA divided into two equal aliquots and used for library
preparation using either Method 1or Method 3. Method 1 consists of subsequent 5’ adapter (5’ adapter, Table 2)
ligation step followed by reverse transcription (RT) (RTprimer1, Table 2) and PCR amplification. Method 3 consists
of subsequent RT of 3’ adapter ligated sRNAs using a modified RT primer (RTprimer2, Table 2) that is 5’ radiolabeled and contains a single ribonucleotide (riboC). Gel purified cDNA is circularized using TS2126 Rnl1 and relinearized using RNase A that re-introduces 5’ adapter sequence at the 3’ end of cDNA. Re-linearized cDNA is
amplified through PCR. Illumina compatible P5 and P7 sequences along with sequencing primer sequences are
introduced during PCR amplification in both methods. Hexamer barcode/index (Table 3) is also introduced during
PCR step so that amplified libraries can be pooled together and used as a single sample for high throughput sequencing.
P5 and P7 sequences – Illumina adapter sequences required for clonal amplification; Illu. seq. primer – Illumina
sequencing primer sequence.

documented to be active within 42°C-55°C (company product sheet). We speculated that
increasing incubation temperature for reverse transcription might be able to disrupt primer self-
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hybridization and thereby prevent the formation of unwanted template-independent background
products.

Figure 21: RTprimer2 produces temperature sensitive template-independent extended products during reverse
transcription. (A) Reverse transcription (at 45C) of gel-purified 3’ adapter ligated sRNA samples using 5’
radiolabeled RTprimer2. A, gel purified 3’ adapter ligated RNA size markers; B, gel purified 3’ adapter ligated Hela
sRNA and RNA size markers; P, 5’ radiolabeled RTprimer2. An extended product overlapping the expected cDNA
sizes produced in the absence of any template (lane 5). (B and C) Template-independent extended products produced
during reverse transcription (RT) reaction can be avoided at higher temperature. Amount of cDNA for each
temperature set in Panel B was determined by subtracting cDNA in template (-) from template (+). RT temp., reverse
transcription incubation temperature; Rel. cDNA, relative cDNA amount produced with respect to cDNA amount
produced at 45.3C; M1, gel-purified 3’adapter ligated RNA size marker (19 nt); M2, gel-purified 3’adapter ligated
RNA size marker (24 nt); M, RNA decade size marker. Expected cDNA sizes for M1 and M2 are 66 bases and 71
bases respectively.

However, one should also consider unintended but possible reduction in reverse transcription
activity at higher temperature and RNA degradation in the presence of divalent cation(s)
commonly found in reverse transcription buffer components. In order to remove templateindependent reverse transcription product and assess possible reduction in transcription activity at
higher temperature, we used one of the gel-purified 3’ adapter ligated RNA size marker (M1) as a
test template for reverse transcription at different temperatures. No template-independent
background product was formed for reverse transcription reaction performed at 55.2°C (Figure
21B, lane 6). Additionally, the activity of reverse transcriptase as measured by the amount of
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cDNA produced is reduced by only about 10%. The template used for reverse transcription was
also present at the end of reaction indicating that RNA template was not degraded. Using another
gel-purified 3’ adapter ligated RNA size marker (M2, 24 nt) as a template leads to the production
of cDNA of expected size at 55.2°C (Figure 21C, lane 4). These results show that templateindependent reverse transcription products can be avoided by performing the reaction at 55.2°C
with minimal loss of transcriptase activity. The possibility of reverse transcription at higher
temperature is also beneficial for cDNA synthesis of highly structured RNAs such as hairpin RNAs
and pre-miRNAs. Our coligo-derived RNA transcripts are also rich in secondary structures.
After solving the problem of template-independent reverse transcription product by
increasing the reverse transcription reaction temperature, we prepared two small RNA libraries
using HeLa total RNA. A single preparation of 3’ adapter ligated small RNA sample was divided
and used separately for library preparation following either Method 1 (Figure 22B) or Method 3
(Figure 22D and 22E). We can evaluate the efficiency of each step during library preparation
with the help of 5’ radiolabeled small RNA size markers (M1 and M2, Table 2) that are included
as tracers. These size markers also contain PmeI restriction digestion sequence in them. PCR
amplification of cDNAs lead to the successful synthesis of PCR products of expected sizes in
samples containing size markers [Figure 21C and 21F, (-) lane] as well as the ones containing size
markers and small RNAs derived from total RNA [Figure 21C and 21F, (+) lane]. The RNA size
marker sequences in the amplified libraries were removed via treatment with PmeI restriction
enzyme (Figure 22C and 22F). Based on the intensities of the digested products that accounts for
the PCR products containing RNA size marker sequences, we found that majority of the remaining
undigested PCR products for the ones containing small RNA sequences lack
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Figure 22. sRNA library preparation for high throughput sequencing using Method 1 and Method 3. (A) 3’ adapter
ligation of sRNA using HeLa total RNA spiked with 5’ end-labeled RNA size markers [M1 (19nt) and M2 (24 nt)].
(-) indicates sample with only RNA size markers whereas (+) indicates sample with RNA size markers and total RNA
in all panels. Ligated products of expected sizes within the boxes gel-purified and used for library preparation using
Method 1 (Panels B and C) or Method 3 (Panels D-F). (B) 5’ RNA adapter ligation of gel purified 3’ adapter ligated
samples (input) using Method 1. Products within the boxes gel-eluted and used for RT-PCR. (C) PCR amplification
of cDNA libraries. PmeI restriction enzyme used (here and in Panel F) to remove library containing RNA size marker
sequences. Product within the box (here and in Panel F) gel-eluted and used for sequencing. (D) Reverse transcription
of gel-purified 3’ adapter ligated samples (input) using Method 3. NT (No Template) indicates reverse transcription
(RT) without any template. Products within the boxes gel-purified and used for circularization/relinearization in Panel
E. (E) cDNA circularization and re-linearization using Method 3. (F) PCR amplification of re-linearized cDNA
libraries followed by PmeI restriction enzyme digestion of RNA size marker containing PCR products. M, RNA
decade size marker; L, NEB 100 bp ladder; M1, RNA size marker 1 (19 nt); RNA size marker 2 (24 nt); template 1,
cDNAs lacking small RNA sequences; template 2, cDNAs containing small RNA sequences.
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marker sequences.
High throughput sequencing on Illumina Miseq platform and subsequent analysis of the
sequencing results showed a substantial number of reads that mapped to the human genome,
indicating that the small RNA libraries prepared using both methods produce libraries that are
compatible with the Illumina platform.
Preliminary bioinformatic analysis performed by our collaborator showed that the total
number of reads obtained for libraries prepared using Method 3 is comparatively less than the
ones from Method 1 (Figure 23A). The total number of reads that mapped to human genome is
also higher for Method 1 (6,285,406 in Method 1 versus 1,661,099 reads in Method 3). This is
probably because of the presence of undigested RNA size markers containing non-genomic
sequences in the library prepared using Method 3. However, the percentage of total read counts
that mapped to known human genes is similar in both methods (54.5% for Method 1 versus 57.6%
for Method 3). Additionally, categorization of these mapped reads into miRNA and non-miRNA
containing sequences showed that the percentage of reads containing miRNA sequences are almost
identical (see Pie chart). Likewise, analysis of the top 20 most highly represented miRNA reads
obtained from each method indicates that except for two miRNA reads in each method, the
remaining top reads are similarly captured by both methods (Figure 23B, see legend also). Overall,
these results show that we can use Method 3 to prepare libraries for coligo-generated transcripts
that are compatible on the Illumina high-throughput cDNA sequencing platform.
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Figure 23: Comparative analysis of high throughput sRNA sequencing using Method 1 and Method 3. (A) Total
read analysis for the two methods. Mapping analysis was performed using NextGene software. % total read counts
for each mapped gene calculated as (total read counts for each mapped gene/reads mapped to hg19) * 100%. (B)
Comparative analysis of top 20 miRNA read population obtained for Method 1 and Method 3. Asterisks indicate the
miRNA reads present in top 20 reads for Method 3 but not in Method 1. Arrows indicate the miRNA reads present in
top 20 reads for Method 1 but not in Method 3. % total miRNA = (read count for each miRNA)/total miRNA reads *
100.

4.2.5 Study of circularization bias by TS2126 Rnl1 during cDNA circularization
One of the features that distinguish Method 3 from other conventionally used methods for
library preparation is the use of TS2126 Rnl1 for cDNA circularization. Different RNA ligases are
known to possess inherent bias against different nucleotides for ligation(Hafner et al. 2011;
Jayaprakash et al. 2011; Zhuang et al. 2012). Successful capture of every transcript with variable
and heterogeneous sequences is dependent upon the ability of ligase(s) to ligate or circularize
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substrates independent of their nucleotide identity. Commercially available CircLigase, reported
to be the same as TS2126 Rnl1, is documented to show bias against different nucleotides at the 5’
and 3’ end of the linear substrate (Epicenter manual), with dG at 5’ end and dA at 3’ end preferred
most for circularization. This analysis, however, was focused only with the nucleotide identities
of 5’ and 3’ ends of a 100-mer oligonucleotide while keeping the rest of the intervening sequences
identical. We asked whether TS2126 Rnl1 also possesses inherent bias against different
nucleotides. In order to perform more extensive studies than the ones performed on CircLigasefor
nucleotide bias for circularization using TS2126 Rnl1 instead of simply focusing at the ends, we
designed a 5’ phosphorylated oligonucleotide substrate containing seven random bases at its two
ends with PCR templating sequence in the middle that is compatible on Illumina platform (Figure
24A). A single ribonucleotide was also included in the sequence to re-linearize the substrate after
circularization. Circularization reactions were performed using 3 M enzyme concentration, in
excess of what is usually recommended (Epicenter protocol) for circularization to prevent bias that
might arise because of insufficient enzyme. Different concentrations of substrate with trace amount
of 5’ radiolabeled oligonucleotide substrate for quantification were used ranging from 10 nM to 5
M to find if circularization efficiency is dependent upon substrate concentration (Figure 24B).
We found no significant difference in circularization efficiency up to substrate concentrations of
0.5 M under which the molar ratio of enzyme to substrate will still be greater than 1. Therefore,
we pooled the gel-purified circularized products from 0.25 M and 0.5 M substrate
concentrations, re-linearized them, and used them for library preparation and subsequent high
throughput sequencing on Illumina Miseq. Nucleotide distribution at each position of randomized
nucleotides at 5’ end and 3’ end showed that even though there is some preference of dA at each
position, no substantial bias for a particular base was observed at each position (Figure 24C). This
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shows that unlike other ligases, TS2126 Rnl1 does not show considerable bias against different
nucleotides for circularization. However, we also note here that the result was based on analysis
of about 70,072 good quality reads, which is relatively very low compared to the number of goodquality reads we obtained for other libraries in the same experimental run. One possible reason for
such a low number of good-quality reads can be attributed to the relatively short insert size in
LBprimer library (14 base pairs) compared to other libraries (45-110 base pairs). (See below for
additional evidence supporting this in 122-HCV library analysis, Section 4.3.6.8).
4.2.6 Single adapter ligation based method for high throughput sequencing of different coligo
transcripts on Illumina platform using barcoded adapters.
Implementing Method 3 but with adapter sequences compatible on Illumina platform similar to
what was used for small RNA library preparation, we next sought to prepare libraries for different
coligo monomer (i.e. single circumtranscription rather than tandem multimer) transcripts produced
in vitro using IP’d RNAP III. Libraries for each coligo transcripts was prepared using a unique
index barcode (Table 3) during PCR amplification so that all the libraries can be eventually pooled
together and run on a single Illumina Miseq sequencing run to find if such high throughput,
multiplexed sequencing procedure is achievable for coligo transcripts. We successfully achieved
such multiplexed and high throughput sequencing of coligo transcripts libraries on Illumina Miseq
platform as evident from the generation of millions of coligo-sequence specific reads from each
library.
4.2.6.1 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo Dcr3 monomer
transcripts
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Figure 24: TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias analysis using randomized 5’ phosphorylated linear oligonucleotide
substrate (LBprimer). (A) Schematic for library preparation for high throughput sequencing using LBprimer.
LBprimer used for circularization consists of Illumina platform compatible forward and reverse primer sequences
separated by a single ribonucleotide (black circle) and flanked on both ends by heptamer random nucleotides (See
Table 1 for sequence construct). (B) Circularization of LBprimer using TS2126 Rnl1 under different substrate
concentrations. Circularized products from indicated lanes (dashed box) gel-purified, re-linearized, amplified (using
Primer2F and Primer2R18) and sequenced on Illumina Miseq. (C) Nucleotide distribution at each randomized position
of circularized LBprimer at its 5’ and 3’ end. L, linear LBprimer; C, circularized LBprimer; AppL, adenylated linear
LBprimer; black triangle, circularization site. Cir. Effi., circularization efficiency. Circularization efficiency is defined
as [ C/(C + L + AppL)] X 100.

Transcripts produced in vitro from coligo Dcr3 using IP’d RNAP III were used as a
representative to perform library preparation for high throughput sequencing. We found nearquantitative ligation of 3’ adapter to the transcripts for coligo Dcr3 transcripts (Figure 25B, lane
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3), confirming that efficiency of 3’ adapter ligation is sequence-independent and not affected at
this end, as opposed to the 5’ end, by the hairpin secondary structure. The 3’ adapter sequence
used here that contains Illumina primer sequence (Table 2, Adapter3) is different from the ones
used previously (Table 2, Adapter1 and Figure 16B). Together with highly efficient
circularization (Figure 25B, lane5) and subsequent re-linearization (Figure 25B, lane 6) of
cDNAs, we successfully obtained a single distinct band of amplified PCR library product (Figure
25D lane 3). This ability to assess the efficiency of each step in a multi-step library preparation
process provides highly reliable information about the extent to which the prepared library and
subsequent sequencing result reflects the actual transcripts population. Distribution of read lengths
from high throughput sequencing results correlates with transcript length selected (excised from
gel) for library preparation, showing that majority of the read lengths (89.41% of total reads) are
within the transcripts size range (60-71 nt) selected and used for library preparation (Figure 25F).
Subsequent analysis of more than a million good quality reads within the selected size range
provided an abundance of information about the transcript initiation and termination sites, a feat
unachievable using conventional individual cloning based sequencing strategy. “Collapsing”
(www.usegalaxy.org) more than a million “full length” reads to find the unique reads and their
frequency shows that there are 74711 unique reads for Dcr3. Of these, the top 20 most highly
represented reads accounts for almost 70% of the analyzed reads indicating that these reads could
be taken as representative of all the reads (Figure 25G). Conversely, 30% of the remaining reads
is represented by 74689 remaining unique reads such that representation by each unique read per
total reads is very small and therefore can be excluded from analysis. Similar results were obtained
from the analysis of
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Figure 25: Coligo Dcr3 monomer transcript library preparation and sequence analysis using Method 3 that is
compatible on Illumina platform. (A) Schematic representation of different species during library preparation: (I), IVT
transcript product; (II), 3’ adapter ligated transcript product; (III), cDNA; (IV), circularized cDNA; (V), re-linearized
cDNA. Asterisk denotes 5’ end-labeling. Black circle denotes single ribonucleotide in RT primer. Roman numerals
used correspondingly to indicate different species in Panels B and C. (B) in vitro transcription (IVT) and 3’ adapter
ligation of coligo Dcr3 transcripts using Adapter3. (C) Reverse transcription of gel purified 3’ adapter ligated
transcripts for cDNA synthesis using RTprimer2 followed by cDNA circularization and re-linearization. (D) PCR
amplification of re-linearized cDNA template (V) using Primer2F and Primer2R07. Bands within the bracket were
cut out, gel eluted, and sequenced on Illumina Miseq. (E) Predicted secondary structure of coligo Dcr3. Predicted
secondary structure was divided into three colored regions for sequencing result interpretation (See panel G) – LL
(yellow green), SL (yellow), and stem including internal loops and bulges (cyan). (F) Read length distribution of
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library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each read. Horizontal bar
and associated range indicate the read length range selected for analysis (here and in subsequent figures). Percentage
signifies the amount the selected reads represent total reads. (G) Analysis of coligo Dcr3 transcript sequence obtained
after high throughput sequencing. Only top 20 most highly expressed reads were shown. Regions in each read
representing different regions of coligo are color-highlighted similarly as described in Panel E. Base(s) not
corresponding to coligo sequence are highlighted in army green color. Read count, total number of reads representing
the given sequence; % total, percentage the given read represents out of total reads; LL, large terminal loop; SL, small
terminal loop.

all other coligos except for the ones from 122-N loop series coligos (discussed below). Nontemplate addition of a nucleotide at 5’ end of the reads that might possibly occur during cDNA
synthesis were found in only about 3.3% of the analyzed reads in coligo Dcr3 transcripts.
The total number of possible unique reads within the observed monomer transcript lengths
for coligo Dcr3 monomer transcripts should have been comparatively smaller (in hundreds) than
what was obtained from the experimental analysis for the unique reads (74711). A similar anomaly
was also observed for other coligos. This shows that the multi-step library preparation protocol
and subsequent high throughput sequencing must introduce many different kinds of artifactual (RT
or Taq polymerase errors, for example) mutations leading to highly increased heterogeneity in
transcript sequences. However, as seen in the case of coligo Dcr3, these reads represent only a
very small amount of total reads, so that their contribution can be disregarded during analysis.
Alternatively, we can decrease the cumulative interference of different mutations in each
read during analysis via separate analysis of 5’ and 3’ ends of each read to obtain information
about transcription initiation and termination site preferences respectively (see Supplementary
Figure S1, see Appendix). Separate analysis of the read ends by focusing only on either the first
or the last 20 bases separately for each read lessens the confounding effect of artifactual mutations
during analysis and enables substantially higher overall read coverage during analysis, thus
providing us with more complete information about transcription initiation
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Figure 26: Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo Dcr3 monomer transcripts. Read
coverage (here and in subsequent figures) indicates the total read percentage used for analysis. Reads comprising less
than 1% of the total reads (here and in subsequent figures) are excluded from analysis. Nucleotide bases in stem-loop
junction are designated with either positive numbers (the stem) or negative numbers (the loop) to indicate their position
and used subsequently for position indication in the following figures and in text). *- The indicated reads include
single base mismatches G (3.53%), C (3.14%) and T (1.18%) at position at 5’ end of the read. Line over the sequence
represents canonical RNAP III termination sequence. Dashed lines (here and in subsequent figures) were used to
indicate corresponding bases in the graph plot.

and termination site preferences (Figure 26). Unique reads accounting for less than 1% of the total
reads were not included for analysis. Despite that, total read coverage is substantially higher with
almost 90% and 85% read coverage for 5’ and 3’ end respectively for coligo Dcr3. In terms of
transcription initiation site preferences, we found that in almost 89% of the total reads analyzed,
the transcription initiates at two specific positions in loop region of the stem-loop junction in coligo
Dcr3 (Figure 26, start site). The small amounts of multimeric bands that were not cut out of the
original transcription gel probably start at the same positions but evade termination to varying
extents. More specifically, transcription prefers to initiate at -1 position in the larger loop at dC
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(53%). Similarly, the second most preferred site for initiation is located at -2 position in the larger
loop, initiating at a purine (dA, 35%) even though there were certain percentage of mismatch at
this position (Figure 26, see legend). Although this mismatch can be considered as the result of
non-template addition of a nucleotide at 3’ end of cDNA instead during reverse transcription(Chen
and Patton 2001), we disregarded such possibility because of the lack of similar systematic
observation in all other coligo libraries sequenced except for a few (described below). The relative
preference of the nucleotide that is added in our case (dCdG > dA) is also different compared to
what had been found previously [preference for d(CCC)(Zhu et al. 2001) or dA(Chen and Patton
2001)]. These results in coligo Dcr3 suggests that similar to its preference for transcription
initiation with purines for most of the RNAs synthesized by RNA polymerase III(Kunkel et al.
1986; Zecherle et al. 1996), we find the highest preference for transcription initiation at dC
producing rG at 5’ end of RNA transcripts in coligo Dcr3 if they are present in the larger loop
region closest to stem loop junction. However, substantial amount of transcripts initiating with a
pyrimidine (rU) at -2 position in loop seems to indicate that in addition to their identity, the position
of the nucleotide in the stem-loop junction might also play important role in the determination of
transcription initiation sites. These results seem to indicate that RNA polymerase III selects its site
of preferred transcription initiation site(s) based on two criteria – the identity of the nucleotide in
the stem-loop junction, and the position of the nucleotide with respect to the stem-loop junction
irrespective of their identity.
Even though there is some heterogeneity in transcription termination site preferences, we
found that almost 85% of the total reads terminates in the larger loop region (Figure 26, stop site).
More importantly, the two most highly preferred sites for termination differs by about four base
positions correlating with the two distinct bands of similar size differences observed for coligo
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Dcr3 monomer transcripts. Owing to the higher read coverage obtained via separate 3’ and 5’ end
analysis compared to the “full length” analysis, we used this separate 5’ and 3’ end analysis method
for subsequent analysis of coligo sequencing results.
One interesting observation with respect to termination in coligo Dcr3 is seen in the
(possible, not proven) usage of canonical RNA polymerase III termination sequence (dA4 and dA5)
for termination(Bogenhagen and Brown 1981; Braglia et al. 2005). Coligo Dcr3 contains two
canonical RNA polymerase III termination sequences (dA5) in the larger loop region and another
one in the stem region (dA4) (Figure 26, lines above sequence). Transcription initiating in the
preferred sites in the larger loop and terminating in the termination sequence present in the stem
would produce very short transcripts sizes (~ 5-9 bases) and will not be captured. High throughput
sequencing result also shows that none of the transcripts terminate in the termination signal present
in the stem region. Likewise, only about 44% of the reads terminate within the first termination
site in the larger loop. This seems to indicate that canonical RNA polymerase III termination
signal, when present in the form of single stranded sequence in the loop region, is not used as
strongly as if present in the form of double-stranded sequence. Moreover, RNAP III termination
signal preferences were determined or predicted only in the context of double stranded
DNA(Braglia et al. 2005). Non-template strand of poly dTs along with C-terminal domain of C37
subunit in C53/C37/C11 complex has been found to be important for efficient and precise
termination in S. cerevisiae Pol III (Arimbasseri and Maraia 2015). In this context, it can be argued
that the failure in the efficient use of termination signal in loop of coligo Dcr3 could be attributed
to the absence of non-template strand of poly dTs (Arimbasseri and Maraia 2015). Additionally, it
could also be possible that our IP’d complex lacks human homolog of one or more of these subunits
responsible for precise termination. An inefficient termination leading to transcription read-
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through has been observed in the absence of C53/C37/C11 complex(Arimbasseri and Maraia
2015). However, the same study also found that in vitro generated elongation complex (with and
without C53/C37/C11 complex) but lacking non-template strand, a system more appropriately
mimicking ours, led to an efficient release of transcript at poly dA tracks (within the first 3 dAs as
opposed to 5th to 7th dAs) indicating robust termination by polymerase. Instability arising due to
weak rU:dA hybrid(Martin and Tinoco 1980) has been attributed as the likely activator for
transcription termination in core (lacking C53/C37/C11 complex) and the holo (consisting
C53/C37/C11 complex) polymerases in the absence of non-template strand(Arimbasseri and
Maraia 2015). It should also be noted that there are some population of read-through products in
their studies. Considering all these together with what we found for transcript termination results
for coligo Dcr3 and others (see below for further analysis), it seems to indicate that the likelihood
of termination within the poly dA tracks in the larger loop of coligo depends upon another factor
in addition to the weak rU:dA hybrid: the steric/energetic availability or lack thereof for
polymerase to transcribe beyond the termination signal. It is possible that the polymerase is
destabilized by the weak rU:dA tracks so that substantial amount of transcripts terminate within
the first termination signal (44%). However, because Dcr3 has a large loop, there is reduced
constraint for the polymerase before it encounters the double stranded stem region of coligo. This
might allow the polymerase to read-through a few more bases beyond the first termination signal
and then terminate.
4.2.6.2 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 122 monomer
transcripts
Sequencing result for coligo 122 monomer transcripts also showed that the distribution of
read lengths reflects the expected size range of the coligo transcripts selected for sequencing
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(Figure 27A and 27B). Reads within the selected size range (76-89) represents 88.0% of the total
number of reads. The preferred transcription initiation and termination sites in the coligo found
previously based on RLM-RACE method(Seidl et al. 2013) are also the most preferred initiation
(41.52%) and termination (59.68%) sites (Figure 27C). Additionally, the high throughput
sequencing result shows that number of reads (~ 12% of the total reads) initiates in the stem region
of the stem-loop junction that were not captured by previous method. These transcripts with fully
base-paired 5’ ends might account for the transcripts that failed to ligate during 5’ adapter ligation
step using Method 1 for coligo 122 monomer transcripts (Figure 16B, lane 4). Overall, this result
for coligo 122 monomer transcripts indicates the effectiveness of method 3 for successful capture
of transcripts with fully base-paired 5’ ends.
Another important finding for coligo 122 pertains to a distinct population of transcripts
reflecting possible polymerase/nascent RNA slippage during initiation, followed by non-template
nucleotide addition for transcription initiating with homopolymeric sequences. As shown in
Figure 27C, almost 24% of the reads contains the addition of an untemplated rA or rA2 at the 5’
end of the transcripts [(+) reads in Figure 27C, see Figure legend]). Because we failed to observe
similar non-template nucleotide addition in any other coligos tested except a minor population in
coligo Dcr3 as described above, we consider as unlikely the non-templated addition by reverse
transcriptase as the possible cause. Instead, we think that transcription initiating with
homopolymeric sequences rA3 in the 3’ end of coligo stem probably causes slippage of the
polymerase during nascent RNA synthesis leading to the addition of more rA before further
elongating into the stem, similar to what had been observed in E. Coli RNA polymerase(Wagner
et al. 1990). A track of continuous dT3 at 3’ end of stem in stem-loop junction is absent in all other
tested coligos except for another set of coligo series that contain the identical stem
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Figure 27: Coligo 122 monomer transcript library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing
analysis. (A) In vitro transcription of coligo 122. Bands within the bracket used for library preparation. (B) Read
length distribution of library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each
read. (C) Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo 122 monomer transcripts. Shaded
nucleotides (here and in subsequent figures) in the predicted structure represents non-canonical RNAP III termination
sequence. Dashed box used to indicate 3 consecutive dT sequence. (+) reads include RNA transcripts initiating with
either r(AAAA) (18.91%) or r(AAAAA) (4.98%) indicating possible slippage/backtracking for transcription initiating
with r(AAA) at stem.

sequence as coligo 122 (Figure 33D, 122-N-loop series). These coligos also show a distinct
population of transcripts with a similar pattern of non-template addition of nucleotide(s) (rA). This
peculiar finding in coligo 122 seems to indicate that we need to avoid 3 consecutive dTs at 3’end
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of stem in coligos to avoid possible non-template addition of nucleotide(s), most probably through
slippage.
The majority of transcripts terminating at a single position in the larger loop region seems
to indicate that the non-canonical polymerase termination signal(Orioli et al. 2011) (Figure 27C,
shaded bases) present at 5’ end of the stem-loop junction is somehow used for termination in coligo
122 as suspected previously(Seidl et al. 2013),. Alternatively, compared to Dcr3, the loop size is
smaller in coligo 122. Therefore, polymerase that has already been destabilized up to a certain
extent by the non-canonical termination signal encounters an additional barrier in the form of the
coligo stem that prevents it from elongating further. This leaves polymerase with no other choice
except to terminate. The reason we don’t see termination within the non-canonical termination
signal might be because it is in the double stranded region instead of the loop region. However,
the presence of the identical sequence [d(AAACA)] at the identical position with a minute
difference in base-pairing fails to trigger substantial termination in another coligo (15a-3, Figure
29, see below). This again seems to indicate that the use of canonical/non-canonical RNAP III
termination signal in coligos seems to be context dependent. However, we note that this
explanation is speculative; we have no firm evidence that the canonical Pol III termination signals
are being used to terminate coligo transcription.
4.2.6.3 High throughput sequencing analysis of coligo mut2B and 15a-3 monomer transcripts
While 3’ adapter ligation was very efficient, we completely failed to ligate 5’ adapter to
gel-purified mut2B and 15a-3 monomer transcripts previously (Figure 17C, Gel 3 and 4, 5’
ligation). Sequencing results for these coligos using single adapter ligation method reflects the
possible cause for this failure (Figures 28 and 29). At least 80% of the reads in mut2B monomer
transcripts initiated at a single position in stem region near the stem-loop junction (Figure 28C)
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and produces RNA transcripts containing a likely inaccessible 5’ end, resulting in very inefficient
5’ adapter ligation. Conversely, majority of transcripts terminate in the larger loop region (~85%)
producing transcripts with free-flanking 3’ ends in the predicted secondary structure of the
transcripts, thereby making 3’ adapter ligation very efficient. Likewise, at least 83% of the reads
initiated at a single position in loop region next to 3’ end of the stem in 15a-3 transcripts (Figure
29C). However, this apparently unpaired nucleotide in the DNA coligo is an rG at the RNA level
and is predicted to form a rG:rU base pair with complementary rU at the 3’ end in the RNA
transcripts, again forming a base-paired 5’ end in RNA transcripts that should limit accessibility
of the 5’ adapter during ligation. Similar to what was observed for coligo mut2B transcripts, more
than 96% of transcripts contain freely flanking 3’ ends (Figure 29C) making the 3’ adapter ligation
step very efficient. These results again indicate how method 3 can efficiently capture transcripts
with completely base-paired (predicted) 5’ ends.
Coligo mut2B was adapted from coligo 122 and contains identical larger loop as in coligo
122. However, the most highly preferred site for transcription initiation that is located in the larger
loop of coligo 122 (41% of the reads) is used by only a fraction of transcripts for initiation in coligo
mut2B (~4% of the reads). Instead, transcription preferred to initiate at dC (~80%) at +2 position
in the stem-loop junction in coligo mut2B. Coligo 122 lacks dC at 3’end of the stem- loop junction.
Correspondingly, in coligo 15a-3 that consists of a different larger loop, almost 83% of the
transcripts initiates at dC (-1 position) (Figure 29C). These results, together with what was
observed for coligo Dcr3, seem to indicate that RNAP III prefers to initiate at dC if it is present in
the vicinity of stem-loop junction, and therefore, we need to consider this possibility beside the
larger loop sequence for precise transcription initiation control.
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Another important observation is the use of canonical and non-canonical RNA polymerase
III termination signal for termination in the context of larger terminal loop region. Despite
containing identical larger loop as in coligo 122, the preferred termination

Figure 28: Coligo mut2B monomer transcript library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing
analysis. (A) In vitro transcription of coligo mut2B. Bands within the bracket used for library preparation. (B) Read
length distribution of library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each
read. (C) Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo mut2B monomer transcripts. * - The
reads include a single base mismatch A (1.74%) at position +1.

site is comparatively heterogeneous for coligo mut2B (compare Figures 27C and 28C, stop site
profiles) in sharp contrast to coligo 122 where almost 60% of the transcripts terminate at a single
position. This seems to indicate that the absence of non-canonical termination sequence
[d(AAACA)] at the 5’ end of stem-loop junction in coligo mut2B might be the cause for the failure
in triggering termination. The lack of destabilizing rU:dA hybrid might allow the polymerase to
elongate within the loop region before it encounters hindrance from double
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Figure 29: Coligo 15a-3 monomer transcript library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing
analysis. (A) In vitro transcription of coligo 15a-3. Bands within the bracket used for library preparation. (B) Read
length distribution of library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each
read. (C) Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo 15a-3 monomer transcripts.

stranded stem region. This leads to a majority of the termination occurring near the end of large
loop almost toward 3’end of the stem. The same non-canonical termination sequence located in
the identical location with a minute difference in terms of dA:dC mismatch in the termination
signal fails to trigger termination in coligo 15a-3 that contains almost the same loop size as coligo
122.. Here, preferred termination sites are located predominantly (~91% of the total reads) within
the canonical termination site (dA5) instead. (Figure 29C). One possibility is that the single dA:dC
mismatch in the termination signal into the stem region reduces the energy cost for unwinding the
coligo stem so that the polymerase could elongate further into the loop until it encounters the
pentamer poly dA sequence.
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4.2.6.4 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 143-2 monomer
transcripts
Despite containing canonical known RNA polymerase III termination sequence (dA5) in
its larger terminal loop, coligo 143-2 shows more transcription read-through in comparison to
another coligo of similar size (compare Figure 29A and 30A, multimer bands). This indicates

Figure 30: Coligo 143-2 monomer transcript library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing
analysis. (A) In vitro transcription of coligo 143-2. Bands within the bracket used for library preparation. (B) Read
length distribution of library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each
read. (C) Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo 143-2 monomer transcripts.

that the termination signal is probably poorly used in coligo 143-2. The high throughput
sequencing result further corroborates this possibility. Only about 63% of the reads terminate
within the canonical termination site (Figure 30C). This result again indicates that canonical RNA
polymerase III termination signal might be used for termination differently when present in the
single-stranded form as is the case for coligos. Here, the location of termination signal with respect
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to stem region seems to indicate that the stem should be partially untwined before the polymerase
encounters rU:dA hybrid. This might allow polymerase to continue elongating leading to more
transcription read-through. Similar to what was observed for other coligos, transcription initiation
is preferred at pyrimidine bases near the 3’ end of stem-loop junction.
4.2.6.5 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 221 monomer
transcripts
Unlike most of the other coligos tested, coligo 221 consists of a large internal bulge near the larger
terminal loop in its predicted secondary structure (Figure 31C). Correspondingly, its in vitro
transcription profile, though robust, shows evidence of heterogeneous transcription initiation or
termination sites or both. High throughput sequencing analysis shows that in this coligo, there are
two dominant sites for transcription initiation that together comprise almost 80% of the total reads.
Even though we see the recurrent preference of pyrimidine near stem-loop junction for
transcription initiation (Figure 31C, dT at –1 position, 24%), the predominant site is located
further inside the stem region for this coligo (dT at +3 position, 54%). This shift in the location of
preferred initiation site inside the stem might be due to the presence of an adjacent internal bulge.
One possibility is the disruption of the base-paired region between the internal bulge and the larger
terminal loop creating a bigger transient loop. Subsequently, transcription initiating at a pyrimidine
(dT) in 3’ end of stem-loop junction of this newly created transient coligo structure would result
in the most preferred transcription initiation site that we observed (+3 position, 54%). Our
assumption, however, could not explain the non-preference of dC at position +4 for transcription
initiation. Based on what we found in terms of preference for dC for transcription initiation in the
vicinity of stem-loop junction, majority of transcription should have initiated at dC (+4 position)
in coligo 221 if the transient larger loop is indeed formed.
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Figure 31: Coligo 221 monomer transcript library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing
analysis. (A) In vitro transcription of coligo 221. Bands within the bracket used for library preparation. (B) Read
length distribution of library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each
read. (C) Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo 221 monomer transcripts.

A similar argument can also be made for the preferred transcription termination site. About
45% of the termination occurs in the larger loop region of the coligo whereas almost 47% of
termination occurs in the 5’ end of the stem region. However, this stem region would become the
part of larger transient loop thus indicating that cumulatively, about 92% (47% +45%) of the
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termination occurs again in the loop region. Overall, the results from coligo 221 shows that we
need to avoid large internal bulges near the larger terminal loop if our goal for preferred
transcription initiation and termination sites are located at the larger loop/stem junction.
Cumulative sequencing results from these six coligos (Dcr3, 122, mut2B, 15a-3, 143-2,
and 221) were analyzed to learn about the overall preference for transcription initiation nucleotide
identity and the significance of stem-loop junction for productive coligo-transcription (Figure 32).
We found that almost 90% of transcription prefers to initiate at either dC or dT in these coligos
producing RNAs initiating with either rG or rA (Figure 32A)(Kunkel et al. 1986; Zecherle et al.
1996). Likewise, in almost 80% of the transcripts, the preferred site of transcription initiation is
located within the +3 and -2 position in the stem loop junction (Figure 32B-D). Initiation at the
smaller loop, at the other end of the imperfect stem, is rare, at least in the stable, abundant
transcripts cut from the gels and sequenced, as indicated in each figure.
4.2.6.6 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 122-N7, -N12, and
-N15 monomer transcripts (122-N loop series)
Using coligo 122 terminal loops swapping experiment, we previously claimed that larger terminal
loop of coligo 122 can be used as a sort of “pseudopromoter-like sequence” (Chapter 3, Figure
13). Alternatively, more exhaustive analysis of preferred loop sequence(s) can be done by
replacing the loop sequence in coligo 122 with a randomized nucleotide sequences, which removes
sequence bias, and which might be subsequently used to perform iterative SELEX-like study to
obtain the most preferred loop sequence for transcription. The size of the loop can also be altered
to find the minimum preferred loop size. Accordingly, we replaced the larger terminal loop of
coligo 122 with degenerate sequences of different sizes [7, 12 (like coligo 122), and 15 bases] as
shown in Figure 33A, while keeping the rest of the coligo sequence intact. In vitro transcription
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Figure 32: Transcription initiation preferences for coligos. (A) IP’d RNA Polymerase III transcription initiation
nucleotide preference for coligos (based on results from six coligos, see Panel C). (B) IP’d RNA polymerase III
transcription initiation position preference for coligos (based on results from six coligos, see Panel C). (C)
Transcription initiation nucleotide and site preferences for a set of six coligos. (D) A cartoon structure for a coligo
indicating the stem-loop junction positions as indicated in Panels B and C.

significant differences in transcription efficiency (Figure 33B). The monomer transcripts
produced were almost of same sizes in all three templates with mean monomer transcripts size
increasing by only few bases from coligo 122-N7 to -N15. The amount of transcripts produced
was found to be substantially less in another homologous coligo with loop size of 3 bases (data not
shown, Joy Patel, private communication). Likewise, the amount of transcript produced by coligo
122-N12 is also similar to what was produced by coligo 122 (loop size - 12 bases) (data not shown).
These results seem to indicate that the sequence of the larger loop above a minimum of 7 nt is not
important for productive transcription initiation. Comparatively more transcriptional read-through
was observed for coligos 122-N7 and 122-N12 compared to coligo 122-N15 (Figure 33B,
asterisk), indicating that larger loops trigger more termination after a single circumtranscription.
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The subtle difference in monomer transcript sizes is also reflected in the read length
distribution from the high throughput sequencing result for these three coligos (Figure 33C). This
difference could be the result of two possibilities - (i) a single preferred transcription initiation site
in the larger loop for all coligos but with different preferred termination site in larger loop or (ii) a
different preferred transcription initiation site in the larger loop for each coligo but with single
preferred termination site in the larger loop for all. However, analysis of high throughput
sequencing results for monomer transcripts from these three coligos indicates otherwise.
“Full length” read analysis of each library showed that the number of unique reads is substantially
larger in these coligos, probably because of the presence of the degenerate N bases. None of a
single unique read represents more than 1% of the total reads in each case indicating that the
sequences are very heterogeneous (data not shown). In addition, we did not find coligo 122
transcript sequences in the top 50 most represented reads in coligo 122-N12 library indicating that
the loop sequence in coligo 122 might not be optimal (data not shown). These results provide
supporting evidence that we can perform SELEX-like study to find preferred-loop sequence.
Importantly, these results indicate that the main determinant of transcription initiation is the stemloop junction structure, rather than any particular sequence in the larger ss loop, as we previously
surmised(Lama et al. 2014)
Because of the extensive heterogeneity in the reads resulting from the use of degenerate
bases in the larger loop, we instead performed separate 5’ end analysis of the libraries to understand
about the preferred site of transcription initiation irrespective of their nucleotide identity. Evidence
of possible slippage/back tracking leading to non-templated addition of rA(s) at the 5’ end of
transcripts that we observed in the case of coligo 122 (see Figure 27 above) was also seen here in
these coligos. This is probably because of the presence of the identical stem region that contains 3
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consecutive dT bases at the 3’ end of coligo stem. However, in these coligos (122-N loop series),
we can only determine the non-template addition of rA with certainty (+1 position on stem) but
not for others (rA2, rA3, and rA4 that correspond to -1,-2, and -3 positions respectively in large
loop) because the loop regions are randomized in these coligos unlike in coligo 122. Nevertheless,
since we found evidence of non-template addition of rA2 in coligo 122, we assumed all nontemplate poly rA addition at 5’ end as the result of possible slippage. We pooled together all the
reads that contain one or more non-template rAs at the 5’ end of the transcripts and analyzed them
separately as the result of putative slippage in these coligos (Figure 33D). We found that the
tendency of such slippage resulting in non-template addition of rAs is substantially more for coligo
122-N7 (~ 49% in total including rA, rA2, rA3, and rA4 corresponding to position +1 to -3)
compared to coligos 122-N12 (~10%) and -N15 (~9%). Analysis of the remaining transcripts
lacking non-template nucleotide addition showed that in coligo 122-N7, about 23% of the reads
initiates at an unpaired dC in the stem region at position +6 from stem loop junction that
corresponds to a single mismatch region in the coligo stem (Figure 33E) whereas transcription
initiation at this position is seen in only about 2% of the reads for coligo 122-N12 or less for coligo
122-N15. Likewise, only about 26% of the reads initiate at position +3 in stem region to -1 in
loop region with respect to predicted stem-(N)7 loop junction for coligo 122-N7. Transcription
initiation at -2 position is almost non-existent in coligo 122-N7. In contrast, the most preferred
site for transcription initiation seems to be position -2 for coligos 122-N12 (~43% of reads) and
coligo 122-N15 (~30% of reads) (Figure 33E). This position also corresponds to the preferred
initiation site for coligo 122 that also consists of loop size with 12 bases. The preferred position
for transcription initiation diminishes as we move further away from position -2 in either direction
(into stem or into larger loop) for
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Figure 33: Sequencing analysis for coligos 122-N loop series monomer transcripts. (A) Predicted secondary structures
for 122-N loop series coligos. (B) IVT profiles for coligos 122-N loop series coligos using IP’d beads (Joy Patel,
undergraduate assistant). Bands within the brackets used for quantification and library preparation. Relative amount
determined by normalizing transcripts quantity to 122-N7. (C) Read length distribution of libraries after sequencing
on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each read. (D) Putative nascent RNA slippage
analysis for coligos 122-N loop series. Nucleotide position indicated with respect to stem-loop junction (Note: See
section 4.3.11 in Materials and Methods for analysis procedure). (E) Comparison of transcription initiation site
preferences for coligos 122-N loop series. (F) Comparison of nucleotide (left) or dinucleotide (right) identity
preferences for transcription initiation in coligo 122-N loop series. Template bases are shown.

both coligos (Figure 33E). However, the rate of decrease is more gradual in coligo 122-N15 in
loop region (compare positions -2 to -4). This possibly explains why the mean monomer transcripts
size is ~ 1 base longer in coligo 122-N15. Overall, these results indicate that even though the gel
profile of the transcripts shows almost identical transcription patterns for all three coligos, the
terminal loop size plays important role in controlling the preference for transcription initiation
sites. Smaller loop such as the one in 122-N7 is not adequately accommodative for polymerase
such that the site of transcription initiation is instead shifted into the stem. There is also more
prevalence of non-template addition of nucleotides resulting from possible slippage if the loop size
is small as seen in the case of coligo 122-N7. Alternatively, a larger loop as seen in coligo 122N15 provides more than required size for transcription bubble so that transcription can initiate
further away from the stem-loop junction into the loop. Based on the robust transcription observed
for coligo 122 previously(Seidl et al. 2013) in conjunction with the preference of -2 for
transcription initiation observed in coligo 122-N12 from this study, we think that loop size of 12
bases is optimal for transcription initiation in the larger loop region nearest to stem-loop junction.
Because of the presence of degenerate bases in the loop region, we also investigated the
preferred nucleotide and dinucleotide for initiation in these coligo 122-N loop series. Similar to
what was observed typically for RNA polymerase III transcribed genes(Kunkel et al. 1986;
Zecherle et al. 1996), around 85-90% of transcription initiated at pyrimidine (dT and dC) (Figure
33F). However, because we observed extensive addition of non-templated nucleotide (rA) at 5’
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end in these coligo series, the actual template-dependent nucleotide preference for dT should be
lower than what is shown in Figure 33F. Likewise, d(CG) seems to be the preferred dinucleotide
sequence for transcription initiation (~20%).
4.2.6.7 High throughput sequencing analysis of monomer transcripts produced by linear and
circular coligo 19anb-BR2 – A case for transcription through nick in human RNA polymerase III
We made an interesting observation (Chapter 3, Figures 11A and 11B) in -nbm and -BR
coligo series wherein, both linear and circular coligo templates exhibited similar transcription
patterns in contrast to what had been the phenomenon of only circular templates in previous
studies(Seidl et al. 2013). More importantly, in one of these coligos (19anb-BR2), both linear and
circular templates produced full-length monomer transcripts in WCE and IP’d RNAP III.
Subsequent analysis showed that ligation of linear to circular templates by cellular DNA ligase(s)
that are also present in WCE might explain the peculiar transcription behavior in WCE. However,
in IP’d RNAP III, circularization was minimal and the amount of circularized
template was unable to explain the amount of transcripts that were produced. This led us to
conclude that transcripts produced in IP’d RNAP III might result from the contribution of two
processes – ligation of linear template followed by transcription through the nick. However,
because we did not have the actual sequences for the transcripts that were produced, we were
unable to definitively conclude if transcription indeed occurs through nick region in linear 19anbBR2. Through high throughput sequencing of monomer transcripts from both linear and circular
19anb-BR2 templates in IP’d RNAP III, we can now study possible transcription through nick
(Figure 34). We found almost identical patterns for initiation and termination site
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Figure 34: Sequencing analysis of monomer transcripts from linear and circular 19anb-BR2 coligos. (A) In vitro
transcription profile (I), read length distribution (II), and transcription initiation and termination sites preference (III)
for linear 19anb-BR2 monomer transcripts. (B) In vitro transcription profile (I), read length distribution (II), and
transcription initiation and termination sites preference (III) for circle 19anb-BR2 monomer transcripts. Bands within
the bracket in IVT gel used for library preparation. Percentages of reads originating from pre-ribosomal or ribosomal
RNA sequence (rRNA) are also indicated.
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preferences for both linear and circular templates (Panels III, Figure 34A and 34B). For both linear
and circular templates, the preferred sites for transcription initiation and termination lies in the
larger terminal loop region, similar to what had been found for another coligo previously
(19aTAR(Seidl et al. 2013)) from which these coligos were derived. Within read coverage of
almost 90% (start site) and 85% (stop site) of total reads, we found no evidence of transcription
initiation or termination at nick region in linear templates providing evidence that transcription
elongation proceeds through nick in linear 19anb-BR2. Thus sequencing the transcripts allows us
to exclude the possibility of an RNA initiating at the nick (or other unexpected location in the
linear template) but having the same gel mobility. Since we established previously that
circularization by contaminating ligases could not account for the level of transcription observed
for the linear form, we have evidence that Pol III can transcribe through the nick. In addition, and
in contrast to what was observed for sequencing results for other coligos that showed no evidence
of any endogenous small RNA sequences, this particular set of templates (linear and circular)
contain substantial contamination of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequence in the sequencing result
(~17%). This is likely from the leftover traces of endogenous small RNA in IP’d RNAP III with
size (~100 bases) overlapping 19anb-BR2 monomer transcripts that could not be removed during
immunoprecipitation despite extensive washing (Chapter 2, Figure 7B). All other coligos
produced monomer transcripts whose lengths were less than 100 bases.
4.2.6.8 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 122-HCV
transcripts
Coligo 122-HCV contains a partial sequences of the larger terminal loop of coligo 122. In addition,
the non-canonical termination signal [d(AAACA)] originally present at 5’ end of the stem in coligo
122 is moved into the larger loop region in coligo 122-HCV. In vitro transcription analysis shows
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that this coligo leads to production of transcript population of two distinct sizes – one in the size
range of 30-40 bases (short) and the other in the size range of 45-60 bases (long) (Figure 35A)
indicating that the polymerase probably encounters certain road block(s) during elongation. Based
on the predicted secondary structure of the coligo, the size of the shorter transcripts, and known
transcription initiation site at larger terminal loop of coligo 122 that is also present in this coligo,
we might predict that transcription initiates at the larger terminal loop, goes around the smaller
loop, and falls off after encountering the base-paired stem region, similar to what was predicted
previously for coligos 19anb-BR3, -BR4, and -BR5 (Chapter 3, Figures 10 and 11). In order to
test this, we separately prepared libraries for the two populations but using the same barcode and
performed high throughput sequencing analysis of the two transcripts population. Similar to what
was observed for libraries from LBprimer, which was also very short, the coligo 122-HCV library
contains extensive amounts of poor-quality sequencing reads (42.5% of the total reads, see Table
4). Read length distribution analysis before and after filtering the reads shows that almost all the
bad-quality reads are from the shorter reads. This result together with what was found for
LBprimer library seems to indicate that the insert size should correlate with the number of cycles
run during high throughout sequencing to obtain maximum amount of good-quality reads. Except
for the libraries from LBprimer (insert size – 14 bases) and coligo 122-HCV, transcripts from all
other coligos pooled together for sequencing ranged in size from 45-110 bases. The sequencing
was run for 110 cycles.
Since the libraries were prepared separately, the filtered reads were also separated into two
groups based on their sizes (short and long) (Figure 35B) and analyzed separately (Figure 35C
and 35D). Analysis of the filtered reads showed that instead of what was predicted previously for
this coligo, there are two major preferred sites for transcription initiation. For
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Figure 35: Coligo 122-HCV transcripts library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing analysis.
(A) In vitro transcription of coligo 122-HCV. Bands (short and long) within the brackets were used for library
preparation separately but using same barcode adapter. (B) Unfiltered and filtered read length distribution of library
after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed by adapter trimming of each read. Filtered reads divided
into two pools (short and long) and separately analyzed and aligned (See Panels C and D). (C) Transcription initiation
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and termination sites preference for coligo 122-HCV short transcripts. (D) Transcription initiation and termination
sites preference for coligo 122-HCV long transcripts.

shorter transcripts, only about 15% of the reads initiated at the predicted sites in the stem-loop
junction of the larger terminal loop (Figure 35C, upper). In contrast, about 76% of the shorter
reads initiated at the stem-loop junction of the smaller terminal loop (Figure 35C, lower).
Likewise, the preferred sites for transcription initiation are distributed equally (~55% at larger
terminal loop and ~30% at smaller terminal loop) between the two terminal loops for longer
transcripts (Figure 35D). This result indicates that smaller terminal loop can also be used for
transcription initiation, probably through the formation of a transient larger loop due to the
presence of big internal bulge loop close to the smaller terminal loop in coligo 122-HCV. This
also illustrates the significance of avoiding large destabilizing internal loops near the terminal loop
to prevent creation of an “alternative” transcription initiation site.
4.2.7 A limitation of single adapter ligation based sequencing method for completely base-paired
hairpin-RNA encoding coligos
Even though we successfully prepared libraries for most of the coligo transcripts using
method 3, there were a few exceptions wherein we failed to prepare libraries for transcripts from
a few coligos because of the failure in cDNA synthesis by reverse transcriptase (RT). Coligo
19anb-BR3 produced aborted transcripts of two distinct sizes (Figure 36, Gel 2, lane 2). In order
to understand the specific region(s) in the coligo where the polymerase aborts transcription, we
tried to make libraries for these two distinct populations of transcripts. 3’ adapter ligation was
every efficient for both transcript populations (Figure 36, Gel 2, lane 3). However, successful
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Figure 36: Failure in cDNA synthesis leads to failure in library preparation in few coligos using Method 3. Reverse
transcription analyses in coligo 122-HCV transcripts (Gel 1), coligo 19anb-BR3 (Gel 2), and coligo 19anb-BR4 (Gel
3). 3’ adapter ligated transcripts within the dashed boxes are gel purified and used for reverse transcription (RT). P,
Reverse transcription primer; T, 3’ adapter ligated transcripts.

shorter transcripts (See Figure 37 for sequence analysis). The longer transcripts failed to produce
cDNAs of expected sizes (Figure 36, Gel 2, lane 5). Likewise, similarly unsuccessful cDNA
synthesis was observed for another homologous coligo 19anb-BR4 transcripts (Figure 36, Gel 3,
lane 5). This indicates that additional optimization is required for Method 3. In addition,
sequencing analysis of the shorter aborted transcripts for coligo 19anb-BR3 provides a possible
reason for these failures (see below).
4.2.8 Library preparation and high throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 19anb-BR3
“shorter” aborted transcripts
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Even though coligo 19anb-BR3 consists of an identical terminal loop as in coligo
19aTAR, the preferred site of transcription initiation observed for coligo 19aTAR(Seidl et al.
2013) is used in only about 6% of reads for initiation in this coligo (Figure 37C). Instead, about
80% of the reads initiates at two specific positions in stem-loop junction (Figure 37C).
Transcription initiating in these latter sites for coligo 19aTAR would lead to transcripts with
highly inaccessible 5’ ends. For this reason, these transcripts, despite being synthesized during in
vitro transcription, would not have been captured by previously used sequencing method for coligo
19aTAR that relied on inefficient 5’ adapter ligation(Seidl et al. 2013).
Almost 80% of the reads terminates in smaller terminal loop region for coligo 19anb-BR3
“shorter” aborted transcripts (Figure 37C). This result indicates that, as predicted previously
(Chapter 3), transcription proceeded well until the start of the perfectly base-paired shRNA stem
was encountered from the direction of the smaller loop, where transcription appears to stop
suddenly, and producing aborted transcripts instead. The sequencing result also provides some
indication with respect to failure in cDNA synthesis for “longer” aborted transcripts as mentioned
above. Using the positions of preferred transcription initiation site obtained from the high
throughput sequencing result, in correlation with the length of longer aborted transcripts for coligo
19anb-BR3, these transcripts are projected to terminate in the stem region (Figure 37C, boxed
region in coligo), producing transcripts with fully base-paired 3’ end. In the two previously
analyzed transcripts showing successful cDNA synthesis, the transcripts contained free-flanking
3’ end. Together with the failure in successfully making libraries for aborted transcripts from
another coligo -BR homolog (19anb-BR4, Figure 36), it seems likely that the reverse transcriptase
requires free-single stranded sequence at the 3’ ends for successful initiation of reverse
transcription.
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Figure 37: Coligo 19anb-BR3 transcript library preparation using Method 3 and high throughput sequencing
analysis. (A) In vitro transcription of coligo 19anb-BR3. Bands within the bracket representing shorter aborted
transcripts were used for library preparation. Larger transcripts (* asterisk) were intractable for library preparation
(See Figure 35). (B) Read length distribution of library after sequencing on Illumina Miseq for 110 cycles followed
by adapter trimming of each read. (C) Transcription initiation and termination sites preference for coligo 19anb-BR3
aborted transcripts. Nucleotides within the box might represent possible termination sites for the longer aborted
transcripts.

4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Coligo preparation
5’ phosphorylated linear DNA Ultramer® oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT). Secondary structures of coligos were predicted using the mfold
program(Zuker 2003). Coligo precursors discontinuous in regions predicted to be single-stranded
(122, 221, 15a-3, mut2B, Dcr3, 122-N7, 122-N12, 122-N15, 122-HCV) were circularized using
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TS2126 RNA ligase I enzyme as previously described(Seidl and Ryan 2011). Similarly, 5’
phosphorylated nicked dumbbell-like linear DNA Ultramer® (19anb-BR2, -BR3, and -BR4) was
circularized using T4 DNA ligase enzyme (New England Biolabs, NEB, M0202S) as previously
described (Chapter 3, Materials and Methods).
4.3.2 Adapter and primer oligonucleotides
Custom adapters and primer oligonucleotides (Table 2) were ordered from IDT and gelpurified using denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (DPAGE). Adapters and primer
sequences designed for library preparation and sequencing on Illumina Miseq (Table 2 - Adapter3,
Primer2F, Primer2RNN) were derived based on NEBnext small RNA library preparation kit
(NEB, E7330S) with a few modifications. A “hand mix” procedure was implemented to obtain a
more uniform distribution of different bases for synthesis of LBprimer. The 5’ radiolabeled
LBprimer and reverse transcriptase primers (RTprimerCir, rRTprimerCir, and RTprimer2), used
at trace levels, were prepared by dephosphorylation of the oligonucleotides with calf intestinal
alkaline phosphatase (Promega), followed by re-5’-phosphorylation with [-32P]-ATP using T4
polynucleotide kinase (2 pmol template, 10 μCi [γ-32P]-ATP, 1x PNK buffer, 10 U PNK in 10 μl
reaction volume, incubated at 37°C for 30 min).
4.3.3 3’ adapter ligation reactions
RNA transcripts prepared from coligos prepared by in vitro transcription (IVT) using
immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex were precipitated and used for 3’ adapter ligation in a 20
l final reaction volume consisting of the following (final concentration): 1 mM ATP, 1x T4 RNA
ligase buffer (NEB), 1 l of T4 RNA ligase I (NEB) and specified amount of PEG, DMSO, and
adapter (Adapter1, Table 2). The ligation was performed for 2 hr at 37C. Nucleic acids were
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extracted using phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (PCI) extraction, followed by an ethanol
precipitation, and run on DPAGE gel for analysis or used for downstream application.
4.3.4 RNA 5’ polyphosphatase reaction
The 5’ triphosphate of coligo transcripts were converted into a 5’ monophosphate using
RNA 5’ polyphosphatase (Epicentre, RP8092H) in a 20 l final reaction volume containing the
following: 1x RNA 5’ polyphosphatase buffer (Epicentre), 32 units rRNasin RNase inhibitor
(Promega), coligo transcripts, and 20 units of enzyme. Reactions were incubated at 37C for 1 hr.
Nucleic acids were extracted using PCI, followed by ethanol precipitation, and run on DPAGE gel
for analysis or used for downstream application.
4.3.5 5’ adapter ligations
5’ adapter ligation of gel-purified 3’ adapter ligated coligo transcripts with 5’
monophosphate ends, was performed identically as in the 3’ adapter ligation reaction, but with the
5’ adapter (Adapter2, Table 2) in 10 l final reaction volume.
4.3.6 Single adapter ligation based library preparation method (Method 2 and Method 3) for
coligo 122 transcripts and sequencing via Sanger sequencing.
A 10-fold scale up of a typical IVT reaction using immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex
was performed for coligo 122 as previously described (Chapter 2). After IVT, RNA was extracted
with 1 ml Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with 10 g of
glycogen added. After ethanol wash of the precipitated RNA, the transcripts were further treated
with RNase-free DNase I (NEB, M0303S) in a 20 l reaction volume, containing 4 units of enzyme
and incubated at 37C for 30 min, in order to remove any possible carried-over coligo DNA
template. The sample was re-extracted using PCI and precipitated with ethanol. 3’ adapter ligation
of the transcript was performed as described above. Nucleic acids were again extracted with PCI
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and precipitated with ethanol. The product was then used for a reverse transcription reaction,
without gel purification of the 3’ adapter ligated sample, using Superscript III reverse transcriptase
(Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instruction with following changes: 3 M primer
(RTprimerCir and rRTprimerCir for Method 2 and 3 respectively) was used and reaction
incubated at 55C. Reverse transcriptase primer with trace amount of 5’
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P end-labeled primer

was included to aid in the visualization of cDNA. After reverse transcription, RNA transcripts
were degraded by treatment with 5 units of RNase H (NEB, M0297S) at 37C for 1 hr. Finally,
nucleic acids were extracted with PCI, precipitated with ethanol, and resolved on a 10% DPAGE.
5’ radiolabeled cDNA was located using Kodak Biomax XAR film exposure (Carestream,
1651454), and then excised, extracted, and precipitated. Gel-purified cDNA was circularized in a
20 l final reaction volume containing 50 M ATP, 2.5 mM MnCl2, 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.5), 10
mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 3 M TS2126 Rnl1(Seidl and Ryan 2011). The products
were again PCI extracted and precipitated with ethanol. In method 2, uncircularized cDNAs were
degraded via treatment with Exonuclease I. Circularized cDNAs were re-linearized through
treatment with restriction enzyme (BspEI), after annealing cDNAs with RTprimerComp that
contains complementary sequence of RTprimer (RTprimerCir). Correspondingly, re-linearization
of circularized cDNAs in method 3 was performed via simple treatment of the circularized cDNAs
with RNase A. The re-linearized cDNAs were then used as a template for PCR. The PCR products
were resolved on a 2.5% Agarose gel electrophoresis, the bands visualized using UV shadowing,
and excised and extracted using QuickClean II Gel extraction Kit (Genscript, L00418). The
extracted libraries were ligated into linearized T-vector (reference), cloned, and sequenced using
Macrogen Sanger sequencing.
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4.3.7 Method 3 based library preparation for high throughput sequencing of transcripts from
different coligos [Dcr3, 122, mut2B, 15a-3, 143-2, 221, 122-N7, 122-N12, 122-N15, 19anb-BR2
(linear and circular), 122-HCV, 19anb-BR3] that is compatible on Illumina Miseq platform
IVT and 3’adapter ligation reactions were performed as described above but using a
different 3’ adapter (Adapter3, Table 2) that consists of Illumina platform compatible sequence.
The precipitated products were then resolved on 10% DPAGE and the ligated products were
located using film exposure (2 hr), excised, extracted and precipitated as described above- the 3’
adapter ligated samples corresponding to shorter and longer transcripts for coligo 122-HCV (see
Figure 35) were gel-purified separately and used for downstream library preparation but using
same barcode. The gel-purified 3’ adapter ligated sample was used as template for reverse
transcription reaction using Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) following
manufacturer’s protocol but with the following changes – 0.5 M final reverse transcriptase primer
(RTprimer2, Table 2) was used and reaction was performed at 55C for 1 hr. Reverse transcriptase
primer with trace amount of 5’
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P end-labeled primer was used to aid in cDNA visualization.

After reverse transcription, the sample was extracted and precipitated using PCI and ethanol. The
products were resolved on 10% DPAGE, cDNA located via XAR film exposure, excised, extracted
and precipitated as described above. Gel-purified end-labeled cDNAs were circularized, relinearized, and amplified as described above. PCR products were resolved on 2.5% Agarose gel
electrophoresis, the bands visualized using UV shadowing, excised and extracted using
QuickClean II Gel extraction Kit (Genscript, L00418). The extracted libraries from each coligo
were pooled and used for sequencing on Illumina Miseq (110 cycles). MiSeq sequencing was
carried out by P. Nagy at the Columbia University Genomics Center.
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4.3.8 TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias analysis using randomized substrate oligonucleotide
(LBprimer)
Circularization reactions were performed in 20 l final reaction volume as described above
but with ranges of different substrate (LBprimer) concentrations. Samples were incubated for 90
min at 60C, followed by PCI extraction and ethanol precipitation. Precipitated samples were
separated on a 12% DPAGE, circularized products from the indicated samples located through
XAR radiography film exposure, excised, extracted, and precipitated. The precipitated circularized
product was re-linearized by treatment with RNase A. An aliquot was used as template for PCR
amplification (12 cycles). PCR product was run on 2.5% Agarose gel electrophoresis, the product
band located via UV shadowing, extracted using Genescript gel-elution kit and sequenced on
Illumina Miseq together with libraries for coligo transcripts.
4.3.9 Library sequencing and analysis
Bioinformatic analyses was done using freely available bioinformatics tools in
www.usegalaxy.org website. Reads from each library were selected based on size range as
specified for each library. Briefly, the selected reads were further filtered to include only those
reads having phred quality score equal to or greater than 20 for each base in the read. The filtered
reads were trimmed by a single base at 3’ end to remove dC from the ends of each read. The reads
were then collapsed to find identical sequences and their count. Twenty most common unique
reads were selected and aligned using “Clustal Omega” tool(Sievers et al. 2011). Since the total
read coverage by the top 20 reads represent less than 90% of the total reads for each library, we
concurrently performed separate 5’ and 3’ end analysis of the reads to assess information about
preference for the initiation and termination site in each coligos (See Supplementary Figure S1
for analysis pipeline). In order to determine the initiation site preference, reads selected based on
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size range were trimmed to select the first 20 bases from each read which were then quality filtered
to get rid of bad quality reads. The leftover good-quality reads were collapsed to find the identical
sequences and their count. Sequences representing equal to or more than 1% of the total goodquality reads were selected and aligned using “Clustal Omega” tool(Sievers et al. 2011). Likewise,
for the determination of the termination site preference, reads selected based on expected size
range were trimmed to remove a single dC base from 3’ end of each read. Reverse complement of
each read was taken followed by trimming to select the first 20 bases from each read which were
then quality filtered to get rid of bad quality reads. The leftover good-quality reads were collapsed
to find the identical sequences and their count. Sequences representing equal to or more than 1%
of the total good-quality reads were selected and aligned using “Clustal Omega” tool(Sievers et al.
2011).
4.3.10 Analysis of transcription initiation mononucleotide or dinucleotide preference in coligos
In order to analyze the preference of transcription initiation mononucleotide, library results
from six coligos were used for analysis (122, mut2B, 15a-3, 221, Dcr3, 143-2) (Figure 32).
Likewise, mononucleotide as well as dinucleotide preferences were separately assessed for 122-N
loop series coligos (122-N7, 122-N12, and 122-N15) (Figure 33). Reads from each library were
selected based on size range expected as specified for each library. The selected reads were further
filtered to include only those reads having phred quality score equal to or greater than 20 for each
base in the read. The filtered reads were trimmed to select only the first nucleotide for
mononucleotide preference analysis or the first two nucleotides for dinucleotide preference. The
trimmed reads were then collapsed to find the identical mono- or dinucleotides and their count.
4.3.11 Analysis of 122-N loop coligo series:
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The number of unique reads was comparably larger for coligo 122-N loop series and
frequency of each unique read was very low, probably because of the presence of degenerate bases.
Therefore, reads from this coligo series were analyzed differently with emphasis on understanding
the transcription initiation site preference in the coligo instead of actual identity of the bases. For
this, reads were divided into different pools based on their lengths in each library. Reads within a
given length were then trimmed to select the first 20 bases from each read which were then quality
filtered to get rid of bad quality reads. The leftover good-quality reads were collapsed to find the
identical sequences and their count. Each unique read was then manually aligned with respect to
their initiation site relative to stem-loop junction while ignoring the actual sequence pertaining to
the loop region. Finally, aligned reads from each length category were added up, again focusing
with the initiation position preference instead of nucleotide identity preference. Reads consisting
of non-template rA(n) bases at 5’ end probably resulting from putative slippage in the presence of
consecutive three dT bases at 3’ end of coligo stem during transcription were pooled and analyzed
separately (Figure 33D). Here, the reads initiating with rArArArA were assigned as initiating from
position 1, the reads initiating with rArArArArA were assigned as initiating from position -1, and
so forth (where the underlined bases represent the ones coming from template bases, i.e., from
consecutive three dTs at 3’ end of coligo stem).
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Chapter 5: An alternative enzymatic adenylylation method for DNA adapters for small
RNA-Seq
SYNOPSIS: In this chapter, we describe an alternative enzymatic adenylylation method for DNA
adapters for small RNA-Seq using TS2126 Rnl1, an enzyme we also use frequently in the synthesis
of coligos from their linear counterparts. We describe the reaction condition for scale-up synthesis
of adenylylated DNA adapters using this enzyme. This method that was published recently in
(Lama and Ryan 2016), can be a very cost effective method for an otherwise expensive, and
inefficient method currently available for adenylylation of DNA adapters.
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Significance of adenylylated adapters in small RNA-Seq
Libraries for high throughput sequencing of small RNAs are prepared predominantly by a
two-step sequential ligation of adapters of known sequences at 3’ and 5’ ends of RNAs to provide
adapter handles for downstream reverse transcription and amplification(Hafner et al. 2012).
Nucleic acid ligases can be used to ligate a donor oligonucleotide containing a 5’ phosphate group
to an acceptor oligonucleotide containing 3’ hydroxyl end. However, owing to the 5’
phosphorylated ends that are present in most of the biologically important small RNAs such as
miRNAs, ligation of adapter to the 3’ end of these RNAs using ATP-dependent T4 RNA ligase I
is problematic because of undesired intramolecular circularization or concatamerization of the
small RNAs themselves instead of donor (adapter) to acceptor (small RNA) intermolecular
ligation(Hafner et al. 2008). A possible alternative to prevent self-circularization or
concatamerization could be through dephosphorylation of small RNAs before the 3’ adapter
ligation, however, this route will capture all kinds of small RNAs with different 5’ ends, there-by
introducing unwanted backgrounds in the prepared library. This problem was solved through the
development of pre-adenylated adapter (AppDNA, where pp represents a 5’ to 5’ diphosphate
linkage)(Lau et al. 2001). These activated isolatable adapters can enter the DNA- and RNA-ligase
multi-step reaction pathways just prior to the formation of phosphodiester bond between the donor
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adapter and acceptor oligonucleotide(Shuman 2009). Using these pre-adenylated adapters,
ligations can be achieved even in the absence of ATP, thereby preventing the ATP-dependent
circularization and concatamerization of RNAs having 5’ phosphorylated ends such as premiRNAs and mature miRNAs(Hafner et al. 2008).
5.1.2 Chemical and enzymatic adenylylation methods for DNA adapters and their limitations
Chemical methods for adenylylation at the 5’ end of the synthetic DNA oligonucleotides
are currently available to produce the pre-adenylated DNA adapters for use in sequencing(Unrau
and Bartel 1998; Lau et al. 2001; Pfeffer et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2013). Synthesis of an activated
form of the 5’ phosphoryl group on adenosine-5’-monophosphate (5’-AMP) is required for this
reaction. However, such reagents are moisture-sensitive and therefore, unsuitable for long-term
storage. Additionally, coupling efficiency is reduced by water through competition with the DNA
5’ hydroxyl group for the activated AMP. Alternatively, the 5’ end of the DNA oligonucleotide
can be adenylylated before it is released from the synthesis support during synthesis(Dai et al.
2009). However, this method was found to be efficient only for oligonucleotides smaller than 11
nucleotides (nt), but less efficient for longer DNA oligonucleotides, and thus an additional gel
purification step is required to separate the adenylylated product. Because of the unstable nature
of the coupling reagents, the synthesis of the activated 5’-AMP needs to be repeated before each
use. Also, the chemical method might be technically challenging for typical molecular biology
labs involved in small RNA studies. A few commercial DNA suppliers offer chemical
adenylylation of DNA adapters but could be cost prohibitive for many labs.
Alternatively, a few groups have successfully achieved the adenylylation of DNA adapters
enzymatically through clever exploitation of reaction mechanisms followed by DNA and RNA
ligases. The ATP-dependent nucleic acid ligases share a three-step mechanism for ligation: i)
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transfer of AMP from ATP to an enzyme lysine residue, ii) transfer of AMP onto 5’-phosphate of
the donor fragment to produce the 5’-adenylated oligonucleotide, and finally iii) ligation of this
activated adenylated oligonucleotide to the 3’ end of the acceptor to produce the ligated
product(Shuman 2009). Through the clever interruption after the second step of the reaction, one
can accumulate the intermediate adenylylated donor product. This was achieved in the case of T4
DNA ligase by hybridization of the 5’ phosphorylated donor oligonucleotide to be adenylylated to
a template strand but excluding the acceptor oligonucleotide(Chiuman and Li 2002; Vigneault et
al. 2008) or including the acceptor with optimized mismatches to the template near the ligation
site to prevent ligation(Wang and Silverman 2006; Patel et al. 2008). Using this strategy,
adenylylated adapters could be synthesized efficiently. However, an additional gel purification
step is required to separate the template strand and mismatched acceptor DNA. The method is also
inflexible for adenylylated adapter synthesis of varying sequence due to the need of a separate
complementary template for each adapter to be adenylylated.
Another enzymatic method for adenylylation of DNA adapter that does not require a
complementary template strand was recently published. In the presence of ATP, 5’-phosphorylated
single-stranded (ss) DNA and RNA were found to be efficiently adenylylated by an RNA
ligase(Torchia et al. 2008) with Rnl2 sequence homology from the archaebacterium
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum (MthRnl)(Ho and Shuman 2002). In the absence of
ATP, the reaction advanced to the third enzymatic step, i.e., ligation. Including ATP in the reaction
causes the ligase active site of the enzyme to be maintained in an adenylylated state (EpA) and this
appears to prevent the adenylylated 5’ end of the donor from gaining access to the ligase active
site, thereby, inhibiting the third enzymatic step, i.e., ligation step. This leads to the accumulation
of adenylylated oligonucleotide(Torchia et al. 2008). The method was further improvised to
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prevent any slim possibility of oligonucleotide circularization by introducing the chemical
blocking group on the 3’ end of the donor oligonucleotide(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds 2011).
MthRnl has made the process of DNA oligonucleotide adenylylation very simple and easy.
This highly efficient adenylylation method requires no complementary template obviating the need
for gel purification of adenylylated adapter. Being an enzymatic method, it can be easily
implemented by any lab doing small RNA studies. However, efficient adenylylation of adapters
rather than as a catalyst, limiting its usefulness in the scale-up adenylylated adapter
synthesis(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds 2011).
Our lab studies transcription using circularized oligonucleotide templates(Seidl and Ryan
2011; Seidl et al. 2013; Lama et al. 2014), which are made from their linear precursors using
thermostable Rnl1 from bacteriophage TS2126(Blondal et al. 2005). Here, we report that
recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 that we frequently use for the synthesis of our coligos is also highly
efficient in the adenylylation of DNA adapters. In addition to providing an alternative to the
MthRnl for DNA adapter adenylylation, we describe experimental conditions where in the
catalytic conversion of the 5’ phosphorylated DNA adapters to their adenylylated forms is possible
under scale-up conditions using TS2126 Rnl1.
5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Optimized conditions for highly efficient DNA adapter adenylylation using TS2126 Rnl1
A commercial version of TS2126 Rnl1 was previously found to be inefficient in
adenylylation of DNA oligonucleotides(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds 2011). Since we frequently
use the recombinant version of TS2126 Rnl1 for circularization of linear ultramer oligonucleotides
to produce coligos and because we needed adenylylated adapters for our sequencing experiments
of small RNAs, we speculated if optimized condition(s) is also achievable using TS2126 Rnl1 for
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efficient adenylylation of DNA adapters. Using a DNA adapter (adapter 1T, Table 4) that is 5’
phosphorylated and blocked at the 3’ end by an aminolinker blocking group to prevent adapter
self-circularization or concatamerization(Hafner et al. 2008), we tested the adenylylation
efficiency of TS2126 Rnl1 at two enzyme concentrations (1 M and 5M) and at two ATP
concentrations (50 M and 500 M) over a range of DNA substrate-to-enzyme ratios (S/E) from
0.5 to 4. As observed in a previous study(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds 2011), attempts to scale
up the reaction by increasing the S/E ratio from 0.5 to 4 led to inefficient adenylylation of the
adapter at 1 M enzyme concentration under both ATP concentrations (Figure 38A, upper gel).
However, when the enzyme concentration was increased to 5 M, we observed increased
adenylylation efficiency at both ATP concentrations (Figure 38A, lower gel). Efficient conversion
of the DNA adapter substrate into adenylylated product was observed even at higher S/E ratio.
Furthermore, at 10 M enzyme and 500 M ATP, the reaction proceeded to near completion over
an S/E ratio of 0.5 to 10 (Figure 38B). In order to accurately measure the amount of adenylylated
product and to account for the reproducibility of the results observed, we repeated the reaction in
Figure 38B but by including a trace of 32P-end labeled DNA adapter in the reaction and quantified
the adenylylated product and unreacted substrate in multiple independent experimental repeats, as
shown in Figure 38C. We found that at 10 M enzyme and 500 M ATP concentration, almost
all the substrates are adenylylated with adenylylation efficiency decreasing only from 98% at an
S/E of 1 to about 95% at an S/E of 10. These results show that under simple optimized conditions
of higher enzyme and ATP concentrations, we can use TS2126 Rnl1 as a rechargeable catalyst,
rather than as a stoichiometric reagent to synthesize adenylylated adapters. Since we can
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Figure 38. DNA adapter adenylylation using lab-made recombinant TS2126 RNA ligase 1 (TS2126 Rnl1) (adapted
from (Lama and Ryan 2016) (A) Adenylylation reaction of Adapter 1T substrate using TS2126 Rnl1 (1 and 5 µM)
and ATP (50 and 500 µM) at the indicated substrate to enzyme molar ratios (S/E). Nucleic acids visualized through
Stains-all staining (also in Panel B). (B) Adenylylation reaction of Adapter 1T at the indicated S/E using 10 µM
TS2126 Rnl1 at 500 µM ATP. (C) The calculated adenylylation efficiency for 10 µM enzyme at increasing S/E using
a trace of 5’ 32P-labeled Adapter 1T. The number inside the bar represents the mean adenylylation efficiency from
three independent experiments. Error bar: mean ±S.D., three replicates. AppDNA, adenylylated adapter (here and in
subsequent figures); pDNA, 5’ phosphorylated DNA adapter (here and in subsequent figures).

easily make large amounts of this recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 in bacteria (see Materials and
Methods), using the enzyme at high concentration is not a limitation.
In order to find if there is any effect on adenylylation efficiency due to the identity of the
5’ nucleotide of the adapter, we changed the 5’ terminal nucleotide of adapter 1T that contains a
5’ T residue into other residues (Adapters 1A, 1C and 1G, Table 4) while keeping the rest of the
sequence identical. As shown in Figure 39A, adenylylation efficiency is almost identical in most
of the adapters. Only a small decrease in adenylylation efficiency was observed at the highest S/E
ratios when the residue at 5’ end of the adapter is C. These results indicate that any nucleotide may
be used at the 5’ end without significant loss of adenylylation efficiency. However, a 5’ C should
be avoided for the adapters that require the highest adenylylation efficiency. We also tested if the
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actual sequence of the adapters and their lengths have any effect in adenylylation efficiency by
using two different adapters – one with the same length as adapter 1T (Adapter 2, Table 4) but
with different sequence and another with different length and sequence than adapter 1T (Adapter
3, Table 4). These two unrelated adapters also worked as well as adapter 1 series (Figure 39B).
Overall, based on these results, we found that there appears to be no obvious sequence restriction
in the adenylylation efficiency using TS2126 Rnl1.
We then compared the adenylylation efficiency between our recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 and
commercially available MtnRnl enzyme at 10 M enzyme concentration for each. Favorable
adenylylation reaction conditions were used for both. As expected(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds
2011), MthRnl shows efficient adenylylation of DNA substrate at stoichiometric S/E of 1, but we
also found our TS2126 Rnl1 to be highly efficient at this S/E ratio (Figure 40A). More importantly,
at higher S/E ratios, the conditions that would be convenient for larger scale adenylylation, TS2126
Rnl1 showed superior adenylylation activity compared to MthRnl. We also tested the
commercially available enzyme CircLigase (Epicenter) that is reported to be identical to the
TS2126 Rnl1(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds 2011) under our scale-up conditions for adenylylation.
We found similar though not equal adenylylation efficiency for CircLigase 1 compared to our
recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 (Figure 40A). There is a slight reduction in efficiency for CircLigase
that can be attributed to the storage buffer components such as high glycerol and Triton X-100
concentrations that are present in CircLigase because we found that adding these storage buffer
components to our TS2126 Rnl1 reduced its efficiency as well (Figure 40B). Therefore, it is
probable that our recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 and CircLigase are similarly efficient under scale-up
adenylylation conditions. However, difficult-to-remove buffer components, possibly Trion X-100,
present in CircLigase storage buffer may decrease the
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Figure 39. Adenylylation efficiency analysis using TS2126 Rnl1 for adapters containing different sequences and
lengths [adapted from (Lama and Ryan 2016)]. (A) Adenylylation efficiency analysis under reaction conditions
identical to those in Figure 1B but with adapter substrate containing different 5’ nucleotide identity. Adapter 1A
contains a 5’ A, adapter 1C contains a 5’ C and adapter 1G contains a 5’ G. 5’ end-labeled adapters used for
quantification. (B) Adenylylation reaction for two adapters with different lengths, adapter 2 and adapter 3, using 5
µM TS2126 Rnl1, 500 µM ATP, and S/E ratio of 1. Nucleic acids visualized through Stains-all staining.

adenylylation efficiency.
5.2.2 Characterization of adenylylated adapters produced by TS2126 Rnl1
In order to verify that the reaction products that ran 1 nucleotide (nt) slower than its
substrate on denaturing polyacrylamide gel is indeed an adenylylated form, we confirmed that the
5’ phosphate was required for the formation of product (Figure 41A). Also, no other nucleotide
triphosphates (NTPs) could substitute for ATP (Figure 41B), precluding the use of ribonucleotide
as an alternative acceptor by ligase in the absence of an RNA acceptor. Incomplete adenylylation
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at an S/E of 1 that was observed even in the absence of ATP must originate from the adenylylated
form of the purified recombinant protein (i.e. the EpA form).

Figure 40. Comparative quantitative analysis of adenylylation efficiency between TS2126 Rnl1, MthRnl, and
commercially available TS2126 Rnl1 (CircLigase) [adapted from (Lama and Ryan 2016)]. (A) Adenylylation
efficiency comparison for the three enzymes using adapter 1T at increasing S/E ratios using 10 µM enzyme and either
0.1 or 0.5 mM ATP. (B) Effect of commercially available TS2126 Rnl1 (CircLigase) storage buffer on adenylylation
efficiency of adapter 1T. TS, TS2126 Rnl1 or its storage buffer; Epi, Epicentre CircLigase I or its storage buffer.

Based on approximately 40 % conversion observed in the absence of ATP, we can estimate that
about 40 % of our recombinant enzyme is in the adenylylated form. These results indicate that the
observed products that ran 1 nt slower than the substrates are indeed the adenylylated forms of the
adapters.
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Figure 41. Characterization of DNA adapters adenylylated by TS2126 Rnl1 [adapted from (Lama and Ryan 2016)].
(A) Adenylylation analysis using TS2126 Rnl1 for adapter 1T with and without 5’ phosphorylation. Reaction
conditions same as in Figure 39B. (B) ATP-specificity of the TS2126 Rnl1 adenylylation reaction. ATP-independent
product (lane 2) presumably results from one turnover following enzyme adenylylation during bacterial expression.
All NTPs, 500 µM.

5.2.3 Functional characterization of adenylylated adapters produced by TS2126 Rnl1
Adenylylated adapters produced by TS2126 Rnl1 can be functionally tested based on their
ability to ligate to different RNA acceptors using a truncated form of T4 RNA ligase 2 (T4Rnl2)
containing a K227Q point mutation (T4Rnl2trK227Q) in the absence of ATP(Hafner et al. 2008).
A DNA-RNA chimeric acceptor containing three RNA residues at the 3’ end (Acceptor 1, Table
4) underwent complete ligation to TS2126 Rnl1 generated adenylylated adapter 2 (Figure 42A).
Likewise, we also observed complete ligation of another all-RNA acceptor (Acceptor 2, Table 4)
to adenylylated adapters - adapter 2 and 1T (Figure 42B). We also found that TS2126 Rnl1 is so
efficient that the adenylylated adapter need not be gel purified before ligation to an RNA acceptor
(Figure 42C). Because typical 3’ adapter ligation reactions use an excess of the adenylylated
adapters, we recommend purification of the final ligation product in protocols that require
subsequent reverse transcription or 5’ adapter ligation.
5.2.4 Adenylylation of DNA adapters with 3’ unblocked ends using TS2126 Rnl1
Efficient adenylylation was observed in DNA and RNA oligonucleotides lacking 3’ end
blocking groups using MthRnl(Zhelkovsky and McReynolds 2011) in the presence of ATP. We
wanted to find out if our recombinant TS2126 Rnl1 can also produce adenylylated adapters
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Figure 42. Ligation analysis of DNA adapters adenylylated by TS2126 Rnl1 to RNA acceptors [adapted from (Lama
and Ryan 2016)]. (A) Ligation between adapter 2 adenylylated with TS2126 Rnl1 and the chimeric 5’-DNA/RNA-3’
acceptor 1 using T4Rnl2trK227Q ligase. (B) Ligation of Ts2126 Rnl1 adenylylated adapters 1T and 2 to an RNA
acceptor 2. (C) Ligation efficiency comparison of adapter 1T adenylylated using TS2126 Rnl1 with (lane 3) or without
(lane 2) gel purification prior to T4Rnl2trK227Q ligation to acceptor 2. 1:2 molar ratio of RNA acceptor to DNA
adapter was used in all ligations. M, ss DNA size markers; T4Rnl2trK227Q, T4 RNA ligase 2, truncated K229Q
mutant from NEB.

instead of self-ligated circularized product from 5’ phosphorylated DNA substrate without 3’ end
blocking group. For this, we re-made adapter 1T with a free 3’ end instead of a blocking group
(Adapter 1T-3’OH, Table 4). We incubated this substrate under our scale-up adenylylation
conditions with increasing concentrations of ATP (Figure 43). As previously reported for low
ATP concentration where in ligation is favored compared to the adenylylation step(Blondal et al.
2005), we also found that at low (50 M) ATP concentration, the circular form indicative of
ligation is the major product with no accumulation of any adenylylated product (lane 3).
Approximately equal amounts of adenylylated and circularized substrate were produced when
ATP concentration was increased by 10-fold (500 M, lane 5). Additional 10-fold increase in
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Figure 43. Adenylylation of a 5’ labeled DNA oligonucleotide adapter lacking a 3’ blocking group by TS2126 Rnl1
[adapted from (Lama and Ryan 2016)]. Estimates of product distributions are shown. Rounding off led to sums >
100% in some lanes.

ATP (5 mM, lane 7) led to 92% yield of the adenylylated product. This trend of increase in
adenylylated product with the increase in ATP concentration reflects the trapping effect of the
adenylylated donor at high ATP concentrations by enzyme as described above. At 10mM ATP
concentration, we found reduced enzymatic activity, presumably due to divalent cation chelation
by ATP. These results show that by using an optimized ATP concentration, we can achieve over
90% efficiency in adenylylation of DNA adapters with unblocked 3’ end, with only 6% lost to
circularization. Additionally, the result showing about 92% yield in adenylylated product at S/E
ratio of 10 indicates that the adenylylated products dissociates from the ligase to allow turnover in
contrast to what was concluded by previous study where in it was concluded that adenylylate114

donor-enzyme complex can dissociate from the enzyme only after ligation has taken place(Blondal
et al. 2005). Even though we have found an optimized reaction condition for adenylylating DNA
adapters with unblocked 3’ end, such adapters are unfavorable if the ultimate goal is to use them
for small RNA-Seq applications because of possible adapter circularization and concatamerization
during adapter ligation to small RNAs.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Adapter and acceptor oligonucleotides
Acceptors and 5’ phosphorylated adapters as listed in Table 4 and used in the experiments
were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) and gel-purified using 17% denaturing
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (DPAGE). End-labeled adapters used as tracers in
adenylylation quantification experiments were prepared by dephosphorylation with calf intestinal
alkaline phosphatase (Promega) followed by re-5’-phosphorylation with [-32P]-ATP and T4
polynucleotide kinase according to the manufacturers’ (New England Biolabs, NEB) instructions.
5.3.2 TS2126 Rnl1 expression, purification, and quantification
TS2126 RNA ligase 1 (Rnl1) was expressed and purified as previously described(Seidl and
Ryan 2011) but with the following changes: cells were lysed by sonication and more stringent
wash buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM Imidazole) was used to obtain higher
purity of enzyme. 400 ml of bacterial culture volume finally yielded about 4.16 mg of purified
protein in 3.2 ml buffer after dialysis, an amount equivalent to 93 nmol based on monomer
molecular weight of 44870 Da. MthRnl and commercial CircLigase I were purchased from New
England Biolabs (NEB) and Epicenter respectively. The concentration of recombinant TS2126
Rnl1 and MthRnl were determined by Bradford (Bio-Rad cat. #500-0006) assay and validated
further by Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) with
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Coomassie staining and comparison to bovine serum albumin (BSA) standards. Monomer
molecular weights were used for molar concentration estimates. No enzyme aliquot was used for
protein concentration determination for CircLigase. Instead, molar concentration as mentioned in
the product sheet of manufacturer was considered.
5.3.3 Adenylylation reactions
5.3.3.1 Adenylylation reactions using TS2126 Rnl1
Adenylylation reactions using TS2126 Rnl1 were done at pH 7.5 in 20 l containing 50
mM MOPS, 10 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 2.5 mM MnCl2, and specified
ATP/ligase/adapter concentrations for 2 h at 60C followed by inactivation at 80C for 5 min.
5.3.3.2 Adenylylation reactions using MthRnl
Adenylylation reactions using MthRnl were done according to the manufacturer’s protocol
in 20 l reaction volume with the following changes: the enzyme concentration was increased to
10 M, samples incubated for 2 h instead of the recommended 1 h, and the concentration of ATP
was increased to 500 M in one reaction for comparison with TS2126 Rnl1. Reaction was
inactivated at 85C for 5 min as per manufacturer’s protocol.
5.3.4 Acceptor RNA ligation reactions
Ligation reactions were performed in 10 l final volume containing 1 M acceptor RNA
or DNA/RNA chimera, 2 M adenylylated adapter, 1X T4 Rnl buffer (NEB), 200 U
T4Rnl2trK227Q (NEB) and 20% PEG 8000 (NEB). The samples were incubated overnight at
16C in thermocycler.
5.3.5 Nucleic Acid isolation, visualization, and quantification
Nucleic acids products to be analyzed after the reactions were isolated using
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (PCI) and ethanol precipitation. Isolated DNA products were
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then resolved on 17% denaturing PAGE (DPAGE). Stains-All (Sigma-Aldrich) was used for
staining and visualizing the DNA products(Seidl et al. 2013). Gels requiring quantification such
as the ones with radioactively labeled samples were done using Molecular Dynamics
phosphorimager(Seidl et al. 2013).
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.1 Coligo features required for transcription initiation and termination based on high throughput
sequencing results for different coligos.
Previously, our lab found that basic coligo architectural features required for productive
transcription includes an imperfect double-stranded stem capped with two single-stranded terminal
loops of different sizes(Seidl et al. 2013). Likewise, sequencing results for transcripts from two
test coligos showed that transcription initiates at a pyrimidine close to the 3’ end of the stem/larger
loop junction and terminates either in the larger loop or near the 5’ end of the stem-large loop
junction(Seidl et al. 2013). Based upon this preliminary information, we designed and tested more
than 20 new coligos to gain new insights into the promoterless transcription of DNA coligo
templates by RNA polymerase III (Chapter 3). In vitro transcription analysis of these coligos
supplemented with a new and robust high throughput sequencing of coligo-generated transcripts
(Chapter 4) enabled us to gain more in-depth and refined information about transcription initiation
and termination sites in the studied coligos.
While the basic anatomical features described above seem to hold true for productive
transcription, we made important new findings from the analysis of these new coligos. As
predicted previously, coligos consisting of two large terminal loops are not good templates for
transcription (Figure 9). Likewise, coligos with a completely base-paired stem fail to undergo
single-round transcription (Figure 11). In addition to the requirement of internal bulges, the
location of these internal bulges is also important (19anb-BR1 to -BR5), at least in the case of
coligo 19aTAR, for positive single round transcription.
The terminal larger loop sequence definitely plays an important role in controlling the
transcription as seen in the loop swapping experiment for luc-2 series (Figure 13). However, we
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also found that it is not the sole determinant of transcription based on the results from the analysis
of coligo 19a series (Figure 14). The need for a single mismatch introduction for tremendous
increase in transcriptional activity as seen for coligo 19a-rb-122LS vs 19a-rb9 points to the
argument that coligo-based transcription is certainly dependent upon the overall structure of the
coligo, i.e., terminal loops, and the secondary structure of the imperfectly base-paired stem.
SELEX experiments are underway by others in the lab to find the optimal stem-loop junction
secondary structure.
Another important observation relates to the preferred site(s) for transcription initiation
with respect to the larger terminal loop sequence. High throughput sequencing analysis showed
that the most preferred site for transcription initiation is not identical between coligo 122 (Figure
27) and mut2B (Figure 28) despite containing identical larger loop sequences indicating that there
are other important features that requires consideration to precisely control the transcription
initiation site. Correspondingly, in vitro transcription and high throughput sequencing analysis of
coligo 122-N loop series (Figure 33) shows that, other features remaining the same, the size of the
terminal loop determines whether the preferred site of transcription initiation lies within the stem
or in the loop in the vicinity of the stem-loop junction. Based on the three loop sizes analyzed, a
loop size of 12 bases is optimal for transcription initiation in the loop region nearest to the stemloop junction. In contrast, a smaller loop size is probably inadequate to accommodate the
polymerase causing the polymerase to pry open the stem region before initiation, thus, resulting in
transcription preferably initiating inside the stem region.
High throughput sequencing analysis of six coligos with varying sizes and sequences
(Chapter 4) consisting more than a million reads from each coligo showed that transcription
preferably initiates at purine in the stem-loop junction (Figure 32). In addition, the preference for
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transcription initiation sites in the vicinity of stem-loop junction for all these coligos indicate the
significance of the stem-loop junction for precise control of transcription initiation sites. These
results provide a refined platform for subsequent design of next-generation coligos.
6.2: Model for possible use of coligos for RNA polymerase III crystallization study
Based on the recently solved structure for elongating RNA polymerase III(Hoffmann et al.
2015) [Figure 44, left, adapted from the perspective by (Maraia and Rijal 2015)], we also foresee
a possible adaptation of our coligos that could aid in crystallization of RNA polymerase III (Figure
44). Coligos mimicking Pol III “open complex” possess reduced degree of freedom compared to
double-stranded transcription bubbles that were used to obtain the structure(Hoffmann et al. 2015).

Figure 44: Transcription model for coligos by RNA polymerase III (with possible use for polymerase crystallization
study). RNA polymerase III elongation complex adapted from (Maraia and Rijal 2015) (left) based on the recently
solved structure and the adaptation of the same in the context of coligo (right).

6.3 Future directions
6.3.1 Designing next generation coligos based on accumulated knowledge from sequenced coligo
transcripts
All the new test coligos designed and used for our study (Chapters 3 and 4) were derived
from coligos 122 and 19aTAR because transcript sequence information was available for these
coligos that helped us to deduce initiation and termination sites in them. However, high throughput
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sequencing analysis for one of the coligos (122) using a different sequencing method, which
provided additional information indicating that our previously deduced preferred sites of
transcription initiation and termination was incomplete (Figure 27). Detection of another preferred
transcription initiation site located at the stem-loop junction (+1 position) in addition to the one
previously found provides us with a new avenue for investigating the significance of the base for
precise transcription initiation. More importantly, we observed that there is more prevalence of
non-template addition or polymerase slippage phenomenon in coligo 122 and its homologous
series (122-N loop series) that might be attributed to the presence of a continuous series of dA3 at
the 3’ end of the stem. We can determine if the presence of such a dA3 sequence is the driving
force for non-template addition or polymerase slippage via sequence alteration in coligo 122. For
synthesis of RNA hairpin with desired sequence, we need to avoid non-template nucleotide(s)
addition.
Coligo 122 has also been the model coligo for our coligo transcription studies because it
produces a single, discrete monomer RNA transcript with specific initiation and termination
sites(Seidl et al. 2013). However, high throughput sequencing analysis of transcripts from different
coligos (Chapter 4) showed that there are other coligos that produce transcripts with more-precise
initiation sites than coligo 122, for e.g., in coligos mut2B (Figure 28) and 15a-3 (Figure 29).
Since the amount of RNA produced by these coligos is comparable to that produced by coligo 122,
we can use these coligos as another platform for designing the next-generation of coligos wherein,
at least the transcription initiation site will be more homogeneous, and therefore, more precise.
More specifically, coligo mut2B could serve as a suitable platform for generating completely basepaired RNA hairpin because even though the coligo consists of two dC:dA mismatches in the stem,
the complementary RNA transcripts produced would form rG:rU base-pair (Figure 28).
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Nearly identical transcription profile with respect to monomer transcript size and quantity
observed for coligo 122 and its homolog containing identical sequence except the randomized
larger terminal loop (coligo 122-N12) seems to indicate that the sequence of the larger terminal
loop plays no significant role in controlling the transcription initiation site. Likewise, high
throughput sequencing analysis of coligo 122-N12 showed that the preferred site of transcription
initiation is located in the loop region (-2 position) (Figure 33D) that is also the preferred site of
transcription initiation for coligo 122. However, these results contradict our observation in terms
of loop-swapping experiments in coligo luc-2 series where in a simple replacement of coligo 122
larger terminal loop into a poorly transcribing coligo led to a significant increase in the amount of
monomer transcripts of expected sizes (Figure 13), indicating the significance of the larger
terminal loop. Likewise, another coligo (19a-rb) containing larger loop size of 12 nucleotides
failed to produce any transcripts at all in cell extract (Figure 14). These results provide an
important avenue for further study into the significance of larger loop sequence for productive
transcription. Alternatively, we can perform iterative SELEX-like study using coligo 122-N12
transcripts to search for the most preferred larger loop sequence(s), at least in the context of coligo
122. We also note here that among the top 50 most frequent reads in coligo 122-N12 monomer
transcripts, we did not find the predominant transcript sequence of coligo 122 (data not shown),
indicating that there might be more optimal or potent larger terminal loop sequence(s), or as stated
above, the larger loop sequence per se does not determine transcription initiation.
6.3.2 Further optimization of reverse transcription for successful cDNA synthesis for fully basepaired RNA hairpins using single adapter ligation sequencing method
With successful development of method 3 for high throughput sequencing of coligogenerated transcripts, we have now overcome the bottleneck and subsequently completed the
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pipeline for extensive study of coligo transcription. Ever increasing use of methods very similar to
method 3 by different groups for high throughput sequencing of small RNA in ribosomal profiling
studies(Ingolia et al. 2009; Ingolia et al. 2012) and pre-miRNA studies(Liu et al. 2014) validate
the reliability and robustness of our independently-developed library preparation and sequencing
method. However, though sequencing method 3 was used successfully to make libraries for the
majority of the coligo transcripts analyzed, it is not a fool-proof method to make libraries for all
coligo-generated transcripts as evident from the failure of the method in making libraries for
transcripts from a few coligos (Figure 36). Transcripts of the coligos for which method 3 failed
to make libraries belong to same category (19anb-BR3 and 19anb-BR4). These coligos are
predicted to produce transcripts with base-paired 3’ end. We successfully prepared library for
coligo 19anb-BR2 transcripts (Figure 34). Based on its sequencing result, the transcripts from
this coligo contain a long stretch of fully base paired stem region. Likewise, transcripts produced
by another coligo (mut2B, Figure 28) also possess fully base-paired stem region and we were able
to successfully make its library as well. Nevertheless, in the latter two coligos, the transcripts do
possess free-flanking 3’ end. These results raise an interesting question in terms of ability of
reverse transcriptase to read through the base-paired region in RNA transcripts. Our results seem
to indicate that the unstructured region at the 3’ end of the transcript is required by the transcriptase
to initiate reverse transcription (Figure 45). In contrast, once it is engaged, the transcriptase can
read-through the base-paired region. Whether the inaccessibility of the 3’ end of transcripts is
indeed the cause for failure in cDNA synthesis can be tested using the synthetic small RNA
sequence possessing such predicted structure. Alternatively, we can substitute Superscript III
reverse transcriptase with other thermostable group II intron reverse transcriptase,(Mohr et al.
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2013) which has been used recently for the high throughput sequencing of transfer RNAs (tRNAs).
tRNAs possess stable tertiary structure that interferes with their cDNA synthesis.

Figure 45. Reverse transcriptase (Superscript III) might fail to reverse transcribe through transcripts with fully-base
paired 3’ ends. Transcript A represents transcripts with free-flanking end. Transcript B represents transcripts with
fully base-paired 3’ end. (i), RNA transcripts; (ii), 3’ adapter ligated transcripts.
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Tables:
Coligo
19aTAR

19aRL

19am3

122
221
15a-3
Dcr3
143-2
122-HCV
19anbm19
19anbm23
19anbm29
19anbm34
19anb-BR1
19anb-BR2

19anb-BR3
19anb-BR4
19anb-BR5
luc-2
mut2A
mut2B
19a
19a-rb
19a-rb-122L

Sequence (5’-3’)
GAAGGAAATAGCAGGCCACCATCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACGGCAGAGA
GCTCCCAGGCTCAGATCTGCCTGCAACTATGCAAAACTAACAGAGGACTGCAAA
CAAAAACTA
GAAGGAAATAGCAGGCCACCATCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACTTCCCTAT
GACCTCGACTACGACTGGAAATGCAACTATGCAAAACTAACAGAGGACTGCAAA
CAAAAACTA
GAAGGAAATAGCAGGCCACCATCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACTTCCAGAT
TCCACCTACTGTGGCTGGAAATGCAACTATGCAAAACTAACAGAGGACTGCAAA
CAAAAACTA
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGATAGTTTAGACACAA
ACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
ACGAACACAGAAATCTACATTGTATGCCAGGTTCATGAAACCCAGCAGACAATG
TAGCTGTTGCCTA
ATGACACAAACCATTATGTGCTGCTACTTTGCAGCACAATATGGCTTGCAAAA
GAAGGAAAAATCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACTACATTCTTCTTGTAGTGC
AACTATGCAAAACTGCAAACAAAAACTA
AGACCGAGATGCAGCACTGCACCTCTTCCTGAGCTACAGTGCTTCATCTCACAA
AA
AGACAAAGGACCTGGAGTCTGATCAGGTAGTGAAGCCACAGATGTACCTGATCA
AACTCCAAGTCCATAGTTT
TAGTTGCAGCCCACTGCAACTATGCAAAACTGAAACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATA
CAGTTTTGCA
TAGATTTGCACACCCATGTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACTGAAAACAAAAACTAGAA
GGAAATATCAGTTTTGCA
TAGATTTGCACAGCACCCATGCTGTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACTGATGCAAACAA
AAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCATCAGTTTTGCA
TAGTTGCAGGCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGCTCTCTGCCTGCAACTATGCAAAACTGGC
TGCAAACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCAGCCAGTTTTGCA
TAGTTGCAGGCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGCTCTCTGCCTGCAACTATGCAAAACTAAC
AGAGGACTGCAAACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCAGGCCACCATCAGTTTTGCA
AGAGAGCTCCCAGGCTCTCTGCCTGCAACTATGCAAAACTAACAGAGGACTGCA
AACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCAGGCCACCATCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCAG
GC
TAGTTGCAGGCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGCTCAGATCTGCCTGCAACTATGCAAAACT
GGCTGCAAACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCAGCCAGTTTTGCA
TAGTTGCACAACGGCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGCTCAGATCTGCCTGCAACTATGCAA
AACTGGCTGCAAACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCAGCCAGTTTTGCA
GTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACGGCAGAGAGCTCCCAGGCTCAGATCTGCCTGC
AACTATGCAAAACTGGCTGCAAACAAAAACTAGAAGGAAATAGCAGCCA
AGGAAAAACCGCCTGAAGTCTCTGATTAATACATCTGTGGCTTCACTATTAATC
AGAAACTTCAAGCGCAAAAATAGA
AGGAAAAACCGCCTGAAGTCTCTGATTAATAAATTGTATTAATCAGAAACTTCA
AGCGCAAAAAAGA
GACACGCCTGAAGTCTCTGATTAATAAATTGTATTAATCAGAAACTTCAAGCGA
TAGTTTA
TAGCAGGCCACCATCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACTACATTCTTCTTGTAG
TGCAACTATGCAAAACTAACAGAGGACTGCAA
TAGCAGGCCTCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACTACATTCTTCTTGTAGTGCA
ACTATGCAAAACTAAGGACTGCAA
TAGCAGGCCTCAGTTTTGCATAGATTTGCACAACATAGTTTAGACAGTAGTGCA
ACTATGCAAAACTAAGGACTGCAA
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Size (nt)
117

117

117

89
67
53
82
56
73
64
72
84
94
108
110

97
101
103
78
67
61
86
78
78

19a-rb122LS
19a-rb7
19a-rb9
122-N7
122-N12
122-N15
luc-1

AGACAGTAGTGCAACTATGCAAAACTAAGGACTGCAATTGGCAGGCCTCAGTTT
TGCATAGATTTGCACAACATAGTTT
AGACAGTAGTGCAACTATGCAAAACTAAGCTAAGGAATTGCCTAGCTCAGTTTT
GCATAGATTTGCACAACATAGTTT
AGACAGTAGTGCAACTATGCAAGACTAAGGACTGCAATTGGCAGGCCTCAGTTT
TGCATAGATTTGCACAACATAGTTT
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGNNNNNNNCAAACACC
ATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
CTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGNNNNNNNNNNNNCAAACAC
CATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAATTGC
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
CAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
ACCGCCTGAAGTCTCTGATTAATACATCTGTGGCTTCACTATTAATCAGAAACT
TCAAGCGAAAAACTAGAAGGAAAA

79
78
79
84
89
92
78

Table 1: Sequences of the coligos used for in vitro transcription studies. N represents the degenerate bases.
Name
Size marker M1
Size marker M2
5’ adapter
Adapter1
Adapter2
Adapter3
RTprimerCir
RTprimerComp
rRTprimerCir
PrimerCirFor
PrimerCirRev
RTprimer1
RTprimer2
LBprimer
Primer2F
Primer2RNN

Sequence (5’-3’)
rCrGrUrArCrGrCrGrGrGrUrUrUrArArArCrGrA
rCrGrUrArCrGrCrGrGrArArUrArGrUrUrUrArArArCrUrGrU
rGrUrUrCrArGrArGrUrUrCrUrArCrArGrUrCrCrGrArCrGrArUrC
CTGTAGGCACCATCAAT-R-NH2
ACGGAATTCCTCACTrArArA
CAGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCT-R-NH2
ACGCTCTCCATGCCACAGGTCTCCGGATTGATGGTGCCTACAG
CTGTAGGCACCATCAATCCGGAGACCTGTGGCATGGAGAGCGT
ACGCTCTCCATGCCACAGGTrCTCCGGATTGATGGTGCCTACAG
AGACCTGTGGCATGGAGAGCGT
CCGGATTGATGGTGCCTACAG
AGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
GATCGTCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAArCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
NNNNNNNGATCGTCGGACTGTAGAACTCTrCCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAN
NNNNNN
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACGTTCAGAGTTCTACAGTCCGA
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATXXXXXXGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGC
TCTTCCGATCT

Size (nt)
19
24
26
17
18
22
43
43
43
22
21
21
47
61
50
64

Table 2: Adapters and primer sequences used for the preparation of small RNA and coligo transcript
libraries. “XXXXXX” base indicates Index sequence. N indicates “hand-mixed” random bases. rN,
ribonucleotide; R-NH2, 3’ blocking group.Underlined bases in M1 and M2 indicate PmeI restriction
enzyme recognition sequence. BspEI and BanI recognition sequences are also underlined for RTprimerCir.
NN in Primer2RNN indicates index number. See Table 3 for full index sequences used.
IDT name
Primer2R01
Primer2R02
Primer2R04
Primer2R05
Primer2R06

Sequence (5’- 3’)
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGTGATGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACATCGGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGGTCAGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCACTGTGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATTGGCGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
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Used in coligo
221
15a-3
143-2
19anb-BR2 (L)
122

Primer2R07
Primer2R08
Primer2R10
Primer2R11
Primer2R12
Primer2R13
Primer2R14
Primer2R15
Primer2R16
Primer2R18
Primer2R19

5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGATCTGGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTCAAGTGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAGCTAGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTAGCCGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTACAAGGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTTGACTGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGGAACTGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGACATGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGGACGGGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCGGACGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
5'CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTTTCACGTGACTGGAGTTCA
GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT

Dcr3
122-N15
----122-HCV
mut2B
19anb-BR3
122-N7
122-N12
122 (JC)
Lbprimer
19anb-BR2 (C)

Table 3: Reverse PCR primers with different index sequences used for library prepartion for sequencing
on Illumina. The index sequences are underlined. The sequences adapted from NEBnext small RNA
multiplex library prep kits (Cat. No. E7300 and E7580). L, linear; C, circle. JC indicates duplicate library
prepared for coligo 122 by another lab member.
Name

Sequence

Size (nt)

Adapter 1T

5’-pTCCACTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG-R-NH2

26

Adapter 1A

5’-pACCACTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG- R-NH2

26

Adapter 1C

5’-pCCCACTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG- R-NH2

26

Adapter 1G

5’-pGCCACTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG- R-NH2

26

Adapter 1T-3’OH

5’-pTCCACTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG

26

Adapter 2

5’-pCTGTAGGCACCATCAAT- R-NH2

17

Adapter 3

5’-pTCACTTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG- R-NH2

26

Acceptor 1

5’-ACGGAATTCCTCACTrArArA

18

Acceptor 2

5’-rCrGrUrArCrGrCrGrGrGrUrUrUrArArArCrGrA

19

Table 4. Adapter and acceptor sequences used for adenylylation and ligation reactions. Underlined base
indicates the different base identity at 5’ end. R-NH2, 3’ blocking group
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Appendix
Supplementary Figures:

Figure S1: Analysis of the sequencing results obtained from high throughput sequencing of coligo transcript libraries.
(A) Sequencing analysis pipeline for read analysis. Each library was analyzed in different way by including either the
whole read or trimming 5’ end and 3’ end of each read for separate analysis of transcription initiation and termination
analysis respectively. (B) Predicted secondary structure of coligo Dcr3 shown as an example. Different regions of the
coligo are color coded and used similarly in Panel C. (C) Example of top read obtained for Dcr3 based on different
analysis strategy. Read count, total number of reads represented by the given read sequence; % total, total percentage
the given read represents out of total read analyzed.
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Figure S2: Possible alternative intra- and inter-molecular ligation of cDNA during circularization using TS2126 Rnl1
in method 3 and subsequent products for each possible scenario after RNAse A treatment. “Product” indicates PCR
amplified products consisting transcript sequences.
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